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The initiatives that Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern 
i Contemporani de Palma brought to completion 
over 2010 were many and profitable, as you will 
be able to see from the economic and activities 
report you are now holding. Without omitting any 
of the activities carried out or wishing to offend 
with comparisons, the 2010 of Es Baluard needs 
to be highlighted for the arduous, rigorous work 
performed by the whole of the museum team, led 
by the undersigned, in the interests of developing 
this institution’s museological plan. We were not 
starting from scratch, because Es Baluard already 
had a museological plan which was drawn up 
before the museum was inaugurated and, above 
all, we had the experience of several years of work 
behind us. Now, six years after the museum was 
inaugurated, this plan requires a deep-seated 
overhaul and the necessary updating to be able to 
confront a project for the future with the fullest 
assurances. It had to be adapted to the current 
reality of the museum and also, it required a 
precision that was not bestowed on the plan that 
was devised before the museum was in operation. 

Thus, since the beginning of 2009, but above all 
and more intensely throughout 2010, we worked 
on the Es Baluard Museological Plan as an 
indispensable tool for defining the museum, its 
objectives and performance guidelines, in order 
to record the forms and methods of work, favour 
the planning of the actual work to be carried 
out in the bosom of this museum institution, 
and also constitute a step prior to drawing up 
the Strategic Plan for the coming years. After 
submitting it for consideration to the governing 
bodies of the Fundació Es Baluard (board and 
executive committee), and offering it to diverse 
professional associations so that they could 
make suggestions, the Museological Plan of Es 
Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de 
Palma, at the time of writing the introduction to 
this report, is now approved (April 2011). In this 
way one of the great objectives the management 
had set for these years was fulfilled, as was one 
of the objectives of the board of the foundation, 
in compliance with good practice guidelines for 
museums and art centres. 

The preparation of the Museological Plan is an 
internal task - one which the users of a museum 
do not perceive at first glance - but at the same 
time it is the essential instrument that ensures 
everything the museum centre offers involves 
criteria, method and continuity, a capacity to 
generate interest in the public and also a capacity 
to fulfil the museum’s principal objectives. 

Nevertheless, the Museological Plan is not 
the only internal task Es Baluard developed 
over the year 2010. For some time the museum 
had been weighed down by a series of 
shortcomings and possible solutions had to be 
studied. I refer, for example, to the acquisition 
and implantation of software to register 
the collection, indispensable for optimum 
management of the works the museum takes 
care of – those acquired, donated and deposited 
-, in order to commence the gathering of works 
and data at the beginning of 2011. I also refer to 
the viability study for the extension of storage 
space, a renting and purchase option project 
for external warehouses which, at the time of 
writing this report, is pending approval. And I 
refer, amongst others, to the devising of a project 
for fitting out an educational workshop space 
which, after being approved in 2010, is in the 
execution phase and will enable us to provide 
a better service to the more than 10,000 people 
who benefit from Es Baluard’s educational 
programmes every year at the beginning of the 
2011-2012 school year. Likewise, I should like 
to mention the research work our education 
department began carrying out with a network 
of Spanish museums and art centres, a network 
which started up with La Panera in Lleida, the 
CDAN in Huesca and Es Baluard, for the purpose 
of studying the benefits of taking contemporary 
art to hospitals and possible lines of work (the 
research was concluded with a specialised 
publication), and which continues with 
research on contemporary art that addresses 
young people, through a network that has been 
enriched by the participation of the educational 
teams of the Museu Picasso in Barcelona and 
Artium in Vitoria.



The new 2.0 website of Es Baluard Museu d’Art 
Modern i Contemporani de Palma, which has 
been accessible to the public since November 
2010 as an information and participation tool, 
is one of the most laborious initiatives carried 
out by the museum’s team and in particular 
by the communication department. With the 
constant renewal of information it offers, 
the www.esbaluard.org website is presented 
as a first-class platform for diffusion of the 
museum and all of the services it provides, 
from exhibitions to the artists and works that 
form part of the collection, from the history of 
the institution to the educational and cultural 
activities programmed for the future, and also 
offering users the chance to become a Friend of 
Es Baluard, to organise their trip to the museum, 
to hire one of the spaces available and acquire 
products from the museum shop. With this new 
website, Es Baluard took another, important step, 
in the direction of consolidating its objective of 
communicating with citizens and followers of 
the museum using practically all the methods 
technology offers. In this regard, we should 
highlight the fact that, over 2010, the social 
network of fans of Es Baluard through platforms 
such as Facebook, Tuenti, Twitter, etc., underwent 
an extraordinary increase, rising to above 11,000 
people who habitually follow the information of 
our museum through these media.          

In many ways 2010 could be classed as a highly 
positive year for Es Baluard, a year of growth. 
Growth that took place not only in the number of 
fans on the social networks, as I pointed out above, 
but also in the number of visitors to the museum 
itself, a total of 378,276, a figure that represents 
16.3% more than that recorded in 2009. The 
number of participants in the different initiatives 
organised by the cultural action department also 
rose considerably; these included conferences, 
talks and round tables (Juan Uslé and Fernando 
Francés, Juan Manuel Bonet, Alberto García-Alix, 
Juan Redón and Carlos Jover, Graciela Iturbide, 
Basurama, Marc Masmiquel, etc.), workshops 
like the photography ones imparted by Graciela 
Iturbide and Alberto García-Alix successively, 
or the dance one given by Mercedes Boronat, 
Fascicles Musicals (Papa Topo, The Bankers, 
Emilio José, Oso Leone and Señor Nadie), the 

first edition of Minimusica for families, film 
showings with Playtime, Mecal Air or the open-
air social film season, festivals like the now-
consolidated Llunes d’Es Baluard, dedicated this 
year to contemporary artistic hybridizations and 
including performances by Agustín Fernández 
Mallo and Eloy Fernández Porta, Ínsula Teatro, 
K-dance, Atempo Circ, Rayuela Dj’s, Diana Coca 
or La Terremoto de Alcorcón, among others, 
and also the Neotokyo electronic music and 
video-art festival, the ArtFutura Festival, or the 
Alternatilla Festival with the presentation of 
photographs and a documentary by Lou Reed, 
which were extraordinarily popular. 

All of this responds to the museum’s 
responsibility of contributing to the diffusion 
of the wide diversity of artistic languages which 
make up the contemporary scene, including all 
of its hybridizations, especially through people 
who, in a deep-seated investigation of these 
languages, maintain a certain risk level with 
their own creative process and open up the doors 
to present-day artistic expression.

And in this regard, in the sense of responsibility, 
first and foremost we have the study and 
diffusion of Es Baluard’s own collection, which 
is what gives any museum its identity. Whilst 
2009 began with “Crossed landscapes”, the series 
of exhibitions and publications we generically 
entitled “Views of Es Baluard’s collection”, 
in 2010 we embarked on this review of the 
collection from the diverse perspectives offered 
by external experts. And it was Juan Manuel 
Bonet who looked into the depths of Es Baluard’s 
reserve of works to focus, in particular, on the 
abstraction it contains. The exhibition “The 
Murmur of the World: from Informalism to the 
New Abstractions”stressed this huge presence of 
abstract works and the relationships established 
in them. The exhibition “Views of Es Baluard’s 
collection” was inaugurated, as is customary, on 
the Nit de l’Art, or Night of Art, which sees the 
largest influx of visitors to the museum, thus 
emphasising the public nature of this collection. 

And precisely on the matter of Es Baluard’s 
collection, the latter increased significantly 
both through the acquisition of works – a total 

of 44 during 2010 – and through the deposits 
that reflect the trust private collectors place 
in our museum. The temporary loan of works 
belonging to Es Baluard to other museums or 
art centres also increased notably in comparison 
to the previous year, proving the interest our 
permanent reserve awakens.  

Likewise, pursuing the objectives Es Baluard 
has set itself with regard to contextualizing 
its own collection and giving wider publicity 
to artists who form part of this collection, of 
the programme of temporary exhibitions in 
2010 I should like to highlight those of Juan 
Uslé (who gave one of the first exhibitions of 
his career in Palma, in the 1970s), a display 
dedicated to reviewing the significant family of 
works he christened with the name of “Nudos 
y rizomas”, never before presented as a set; the 
exhibition by Alberto García-Alix, “Lo más cerca 
que estuve del paraíso”, with photos taken in 
Formentera, Eivissa and Mallorca as a testimony 
to the importance of the work developed by the 
artist on our islands; or, also, the installation 
Septem, especially conceived for Es Baluard’s 
Aljub space by Mallorcan artist Pep Llambías. 
And, with regard to enhancing the value of the 
artistic heritage that is found in our region 
and specifically, as a way of publicising the 
collections of contemporary art of the Balearic 
Islands or those linked to them, during this year 
the second exhibition in the “In Private” series 
was organised, curated this time by Carlos Jover, 
who posits a thesis on these works whose owners 
find it difficult to live with; works which are, he 
argues, doubly “hijacked” as a result of this. 

In any case, Es Baluard’s objectives also include 
that of bringing the artists, movements or trends 
which have hitherto remained unstudied on the 
Balearic Islands closer to our citizens. On this 
I would especially like to remark that in 2010, 
having worked on it from the very moment the 
undersigned took over the post of director of 
the museum, the exhibition “The sites of Latin 
American abstraction. The Ella Fontanals-
Cisneros collection” was inaugurated. Curated 
in a masterly fashion by Juan Ledezma, not only 
did it cover the importance of the art produced in 
the centre and south of the American continent 

between the 1930s and the final years of the 20th 
century, but it also explained the surprising 
relationships that emerged between the research 
performed by artists in different countries and in 
languages as diverse as painting, photography, 
sculpture or video. This exhibition, which left 
the Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation (CIFO) 
in Miami for the first time, embarked on an 
itinerancy around some of the great European 
museums thanks to Es Baluard and was 
moreover a pioneer in terms of the organisation 
of different displays in Spanish museums on 
the geometric abstraction of Latin America and 
the main artists representing this now-historic 
current.

As I was saying, a fruitful year for Es Baluard in 
its capacity as a cultural service for the citizens 
of these islands and the people who visit us, and 
you will find a detailed account of all this on the 
following pages. In this introduction I cannot fail 
to stress the gratitude we feel towards entities 
and companies who supported the museum’s 
activities throughout 2010, and in this regard I 
should like to emphasise the social commitment 
of Bancaja, the Friendly Society of Sa Nostra 
Caixa de Balears, Air Europa, Menú Mallorca and 
Instalux, amongst others. But above all, I feel 
obliged to thank each and every one of the people 
who make up the Es Baluard team for their 
dedication and effort, all of whom employed every 
ounce of their professionalism and enthusiasm 
to ensure that the interesting 2010 programme 
could be successfully accomplished. And finally, 
I should like to thank all the people who have 
collaborated with the museum, professionals 
from different sectors and in particular citizens, 
for their interest and confidence in us, all of 
which contributes towards making sense of 
the day-to-day work of Es Baluard Museu d’Art 
Modern i Contemporani de Palma. 
     

Cristina Ros Salvà
Director 
Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern 
i Contemporani de Palma 
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Art Department

The Art Department’s main goals 
are to conserve, research and 
disseminate the permanent collection 
and develop a temporary exhibition 
programme that strikes a balance 
between disseminating the museum’s 
own collection, promoting Balearic 
artists by framing them within the 
international context and introducing 
the Balearic community to works 
by great modern and contemporary 
artists.
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Curator: Fernando Francés 
Dates: From 29th January to 2nd May 2010
Location-Hall: Floor 0
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

Juan Uslé (Santander, 1954), one of the world’s major artists in contemporary abstraction, has suc-
ceeded in having his work included in many of the most important public art collections in Spain, 
the United States, France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, Ireland, Austria, Portugal and 
Japan, as well as in the collection of Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma with 
“Nudos y rizomas” (Knots and rhizomes), his first individual exhibition in the Balearic Islands, a 
carefully chosen selection of the most complex and energetic works from the many he has created 
between 1993 and 2009. 

These “Nudos y rizomas” consist of paintings with vibrant colours and great contrasts among ge-
ometries and gestures that make reference to the intricate gestures and undefined growth of shoots 
known in botany as rhizomes. The chaos and intersection of the images that are everyday for him, 
the accelerated heartbeat of life in New York, where he has spent most of the year since 1987, as 
well as the reflection of nature in Saro (Cantabria), where he also has a studio, are reflected in these 
works that are full of superimpositions. From a manifest nonconformity, Juan Uslé seeks out in his 
paintings gestures and the contrasts of shape and colour that still surprise him, even after almost 
forty years as an artist.

Juan Uslé. Nudos y 
rizomas

Francés, Fernando; 
Ros Salvà, Cristina 

2010 

ISBN 
978-84-936697-7-5

212 Number of pages
32 x 25 cm. 

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

Juan Uslé. “Nudos y rizomas”

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

8 9

10

1- Juan Uslé

2 to 4- Views of the exhibition

5 and 8 – Opening exhibition

6- Fernando Francés, Cristina Ros and Juan Uslé

7, 9 and 10- Rooms of exhibition
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February/March, Arte y Parte  March, Architectural Digest 15/02/10, El Mundo

28/01/10, Mallorca Zeitung
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Curator: Juan Ledezma 
Dates: From 27th March to 20th June 2010
Location-Hall: Floor -1
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation (Miami) and Fundación Bancaja
Sponsored by: Fundación Bancaja 

At a time when Latin America is receiving considerable recognition for its major role as a birth-
place of contemporary art, Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma was the first 
European institution to present the exhibition “The Sites of Latin American Abstraction. The Ella 
Fontanals-Cisneros Collection”, a revealing look at the origins and zeniths of Latin American geo-
metric abstraction. 

“The Sites of Latin American Abstraction”, organized by Bancaja and curated by Juan Ledezma, 
proposed an extremely interesting comparative exercise and demonstrated the important analogies 
between painting, photography, sculpture and drawing. The exhibition included some 132 works by 
66 artists from almost all the countries of Latin America, but particularly from Argentina, Uruguay, 
Brazil and Venezuela. They date from the 1930s to the end of the twentieth century, with special em-
phasis on the 1950s, 60s and 70s, and are considered reference works for subsequent generations.

With pieces signed by, among many others, Joaquín Torres-García, Jesús Rafael Soto, Horacio Cop-
pola, Carlos Cruz-Diez, Hélio Oiticica, León Ferrari, Mira Schendel, Lygia Clark, Lucio Fontana, Gego, 
Julio Le Parc, Paternosto and Lygia Pape, this was not a customary collective exhibition, but a pro-
found and rigorous study of the synchronicity between the different geometric abstract languages 
and the different countries of Latin America.

 “The Sites of Latin American Abstraction. 
The Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection” 

Els llocs de l’abstracció
de l’Amèrica llatina.

Col·lecció Ella
Fontanals-Cisneros

Ledezma, Juan; Ros
Salvà, Cristina

2010

ISBN
978-84-936697-8-2

280 pages
24,5 x 24,5 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

2

1

3

5

1 and 5- Exhibition
2 and 3- Commented visit by Ella Fontanals-Cisneros
4- Opening exhibition

4
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17/04/10, L’Espira, Diari de Balears 22/05/10, Babelia, El País

26/03/10, El Mundo 

3/03/10, ABC 
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Dates: From 10th April to 06th June 2010
Location-Hall: Aljub
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

Among the movements of the early twentieth century, German expressionism has survived in an 
outstanding manner, thanks to a very significant number of artists in that country itself. Although 
the death of the movement was announced in the 1920s, it has left an unquestionable imprint on 
painting and sculpture, as well as on literature, cinema, music, the theatre, and dance. Even today 
we can find numerous artists who reinterpret some of its principal stylistic features. Without going 
any further, this is the case of Dietrich Klinge (Heiligenstadt/Eichsfeld, Germany 1954), of whom Es 
Baluard presented Transformations, an installation of sculptures in the museum’s Aljub.

Dietrich Klinge’s works carry the clear imprint of German expressionism: the return to a primitiv-
ism, not without a wild spirit, that denotes and transmits restiveness, is very patent in the way the 
sculptures are carved, as well as in the mythological references and characterization of the person-
ages. Likewise, the return to wood carving, an ideal technique for the German expressionists, can 
be found to a certain extent in Dietrich Klinge’s figures, which are first carved in wood and then 
cast in bronze. The totemic aspect of Klinge’s sculptures and their domineering size augments their 
symbolic power.

Thus, Es Baluard’s Aljub became a kind of crypt in which mythological characters, deformed and 
disarticulated (another characteristic of German expressionism), established a dialogue among 
themselves, at the same time as they imposed their enigmatic presence on this historical space. 

Dietrich Klinge.
Transformacions

Heinze, Rüdiger;
Meyerhuber, Alfred

2010

ISBN
978-84-936697-9-9

80 pages
22 x 22 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

Dietrich Klinge. Transformations

1

3

2

4

1, 3 and 4- Exhibition

2- Dietrich Klinge
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15/04/10, Mallorca Magazine

09/04/10, Diari de Balears
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Curator: Carlos Jover  
Area: From 21st May to 5th September 2010
Location-Hall: Floor -1
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

The second instalment of the series that aimed to rescue works that, as they belong to private col-
lections in the islands, are not within the reach of the general public.

 “The Unamiable Option” developed these premises to the full, questioning both the “abductions” 
previously carried out by the collectors, and the term “the general public” itself, which appears, at 
first glance, to cover all public and institutional actions.

Curated by Carlos Jover, the exhibition made a selection of the most controversial works, for differ-
ent reasons, in the collections; those that are not visible even in the private sphere of the collector 
and have therefore been “doubly abducted”. Although of difficult coexistence, these works are valued 
by agents active in the world of art. They interpret a fiercely contemporary view of the reality; they 
are critical, irreverent and free from the classic concept that a priori unites art and beauty.

With works by Christian Boltanski, Carmen Calvo, Montse Carreño, José Pedro Croft, Pepe Espaliú, 
Lluís Fuster, Regina José Galindo, Bruce LaBruce, Juan López, Jorge Macchi, Teresa Margolles, 
Jonathan Meese, JAM Montoya, Joan Morey, Martha Pacheco, Pablo Picasso, Wilfredo Prieto, Tim 
Rollins + K.O.S., Gregor Schneider, Andres Serrano, Do-Ho Suh, Miguel Trillo, Mayte Vieta and 
Marcelo Viquez, the exhibition “In Private 2. The Unamiable Option” offered a new way of looking at 
collecting, using the thesis that there are no actions that can be considered as innocent.

En Privat 2. L‘opció
desamable

Jover, Carlos;
Lafuente, Jose María;

Redón, Juan
2010

ISBN
978-84-938055-0-0

236 pages
27 x 21 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

“In Private 2. The Unamiable Option”

1 2

3

1 and 3- Details of the exhibition 

2- Cristina Ros and Carlos Jover
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20/05/10, Diario de Mallorca 

24/05/10, www.abc.es24/05/10, www.informativostelecinco.com
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20/05/10, El Mundo

20/05/10, El Mundo
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Curator: Nicolás Combarro
Dates: From 10th September 2010 to 09th January 2011
Location-Hall: Floor -1
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

“Formentera... What would have become of me without the island... I have loved and been lost in it. 
Its waters float the sea of my conscience in it... Madness, emotional ups and downs, affections and 
loves... I was happier than ever and sad on this rock in the Mediterranean”, writes Alberto García-
Alix about the smaller Pitiusan Island, an island linked to his holidays, as are Ibiza and Mallorca, 
although to a lesser degree. Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma exhibited 
García-Alix’ photographs of these three Balearic Islands for the first time. 

Born in 1956 in León, Alberto García-Alix first travelled to Ibiza in 1974, although the first negatives 
of the island date back to 1981. He did not visit Formentera until 1989 and since then, this island 
“repeatedly returns to his life and therefore his work. A sense of freedom, a hedonism that perme-
ates the images and reaches us through the filter of his eyes” as exhibition curator Nicolás Com-
barro asserts. García-Alix’ photographs recount the people and places that were and are important 
in his life. And, as the exhibition entitled “The closest I have ever been to paradise” demonstrated, 
the Balearic Islands, with the exception of Menorca, are a part of the autobiographical itinerary of 
this winner of the 1999 National Photography Prize. Even so, seek not the expected geographical 
or social description in it, not in García-Alix. The important thing is the photographer’s eye, how it 
falls on something to return to it with many shades of grey, the non-colours of the afternoons, eve-
nings and nights. His rejection of digital technology, love of traditional cameras and passion for the 
laboratory are also important in the pursuit and mastery of a technical perfection that help make 
the characters, landscapes and experiences he portrays as strange as proximate.

Alberto García-Alix.
Lo más cerca que

estuve del paraíso

Combarro, Nicolás;
García-Alix, Alberto;

Ros Salvà, Cristina
2010

ISBN
978-84-92841-55-4

140 pages
27 x 27,3 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

Alberto García-Alix. 
“Lo más cerca que estuve del paraíso” 

1

3

5

4

6

2

1 to 4- Opening exhibition

5- Exhibition

6- Commented visit by Alberto García-Alix 
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February 2010, Artecontexto

03/09/2010, El Cultural

09/09/10, Diario de Mallorca 

25/10/10, El Mundo 

25/10/10, El Mundo 

October 2010, Arte y Parte
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Curator: Juan Manuel Bonet  
Dates: From 17th September 2010 to 30th January 2011
Location-Hall: Floor 0
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

“Views of Es Baluard’s Collection” is a series of exhibitions with their respective publications that 
reflect the diversity of readings that can be made of all museum collections. Starting in 2009 with 
“Crossed Landscapes”, it continued in 2010 with “The Murmur of the World: from Informalism to 
New Abstractions, 1950-2010”, curated by Juan Manuel Bonet. This was a look at painting, specifi-
cally the abstract painting that predominates in Es Baluard’s collection to some extent. Even so, 
Bonet’s analysis highlighted the conjunction of two periods that mirrored one another. He spoke of 
the “continuity of interests and concerns” among the generation that took part in the abstract revo-
lution in Spain in the 1950s and the artists who came from abroad during that time to heighten or 
serve as a reference for the rising tide of Informalism in our country, to provide “continuity” in the 
1980s with another generation that would chart a course to today’s New Abstractions.

Juan Manuel Bonet’s view was a Balearic one; this singularity is one of Es Baluard’s missions and 
explains the presence of painters from the mid-twentieth century such as Frank El Punto, Hans 
Hartung, Manuel H. Mompó, Wols and Erwin Bechtold, along with others who settled on our islands 
– especially Ibiza - to contribute to an artistic awakening that would synchronise Spanish art with 
the trends springing up in the Western world’s major cities. The presence of artists such as Jean 
Fautrier, Nicolas de Staël and Serge Poliakoff, whose close relationships with Mallorcan Juli Ramis 
undoubtedly left an imprint, were also prominently featured, not to mention the following genera-
tion from the 1980s – “80’s y derivas”, in recollection of the exhibition of the same name organized 
by Es Baluard in 2008 – which includes disciples of a pictorial abstraction with more traditional 
techniques and other artists who experimented with new media and materials, painters from a va-
riety of different countries alongside others from the islands or closely linked to them, such as José 

Manuel Broto, Miguel Ángel Campano, Ramon Canet, Ñaco Fabré, 
Ferran García Sevilla, Xavier Grau, Lluís Lleó and José María Si-
cilia.

La remor del món.
Mirades a la Col·lecció

d‘Es Baluard

Bonet, Juan Manuel
2010

ISBN
978-84-938055-3-1

180 pages

24,5 x 17,5 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

“The Murmur of the World: from Infor-
malism to New Abstractions, 1950-2010”
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1- Exhibition

2- Aina Calvo, Juan Manuel Bonet and Cristina Ros

3- Juan Manuel Bonet

4- Commented visit by Juan Manuel Bonet

5 and 6- Opening exhibition
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28/09/11, El Temps 17/09/11, www.hoyesarte.com

Desembre 2010, Arte y Parte

24/09/10, El Mundo  

16/09/10, Última Hora 
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Septem. Pep Llambías

Castro Flórez,
Fernando; Llambías,

Pep
2010

ISBN
978-84-938055-1-7

144 pages
27 x 20 cm.

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

Pep Llambías. Septem

Dates: From 23rd July to 24th October 2010
Location-Hall: Aljub
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

Septem, the installation Pep Llambías (Alaró, Mallorca 1954) created for the Aljub at Es Baluard 
Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, invited spectators to become aware of their own di-
mension: it placed a succession of mirrors within their reach so that they could look at themselves; 
he placed the mirrors opposite each other to offer them a chance to look into infinity and, moreover, 
he made the observers feel observed in a scene created for them. When all is said and done, the hu-
man being is always art and is part of his work. 

Septem, despite being an intervention for a specific space, defined the artist, as it contained many 
of the linguistic codes he has used and uses in his habitual expression. He blended the plastic arts 
and poetry, analysis and aesthetics. The referential words were also there, in this case those that 
refer to the cardinal sins, together with the great virtues. Likewise, all the materials that made up 
Septem had often been used by the artist and many of them in an identical form: the iron beams, 
the mirrors, the neon words, and also the projected words, which, in this case, issued from strategic 
points to occupy, each one of them, the place that corresponded to it. The spectators felt they were 
in the middle.

Each person made their own interpretation. Even so, Pep Llambías, with the creation of Septem for 
the Aljub at Es Baluard, only raised doubts. And perhaps he wanted to invite us to a place of obser-
vation, so that we felt interrogated.

1

3

4

2

1- Pep Llambías

2 to 4- Opening exhibition
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02/08/10, El Mundo   

22/07/10, Diari de Balears

22/07/10, El Mundo
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Curator: Juan Montes de Oca 
Dates: From 23rd March to 02nd May 2010
Location: Katzen Arts Center, American University (Washington)
Production: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

The Katzen Arts Center of the American University (Washington) showed “Animar.te. 
20 years of computer animation at the University of the Balearic Islands”, an exhibi-
tion organized by Es Baluard in 2008 in recognition of the work performed by the com-
puter animation group of the University of the Balearic Islands (UIB) for two decades 
now, and specifically the MA ISCA master’s degree, a national and international referent. 
 
The objective was to give a joint vision, for the first time, of the short films made over the 20 
years of the group’s history, and at the same time publicise the creation and realization pro-
cess of an animated short. The display also had a space dedicated to Carlos Grangel (Gran-
gel Studio), MA ISCA professor and the creator of popular characters for famous animated films 
such as  The Prince of Egypt,  Madagascar  or  Kung-fu Panda. The Grangel studio has also col-
laborated with directors like Steven Spielberg or Tim Burton, on the animated movie The Corpse 
Bride, the original designs, drawings and models for which were on display in the exhibition. 

Animar.te, 20 anys
d’animació per

ordinador a la UIB

Grangel, Carlos;
Montes de Oca, Juan

2010

ISBN
978-84-935852-8-0

25 x 20 cm.
320 pages

Catalan, Spanish, 
English and German 

“Animar.te. 20 years of computer animation 
at the University of the Balearic Islands”

1
ITINERANT EXHIBITIONS

1- Exhibition in Washington
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18/03/2010, www.diariodemallorca.es 

18/03/2010 Última Hora

18/03/2010, Diari de Balears 

18/03/10, El Mundo  
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LOANS FROM THE COLLECTION TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS 

Artist: Wifredo Lam
Works: 1
Exhibition: “Ida y vuelta”. “Utrópicos” 
Organiser: XXXI Bienal de Pontevedra 2010
Place and dates: Museo de Pontevedra, Pontevedra
From 4th June to 12 nd September 2010

Artist: María Carbonero
Works: 1
Exhibition: “María Carbonero 1985-2010”
Organiser: Conselleria d’Educació i Cultura, Govern de les Illes Balears
Place and dates: Casal Solleric, Palma
From 25th March to 23 rd May 2010

Artist: Nicolas de Staël
Works: 1
Exhibition: “Nicolas de Staël 1945-1955”
Organiser: Fondation Pierre Gianadda, Martigny (Switzerland)
Place and dates: Fondation Pierre Gianadda, Martigny
From 18th June to 21st November 2010

Artist: Anselm Kiefer
Works: 3
Exhibition: “Anselm Kiefer”
Organiser: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten Antwerp, Musea Stad Antwerpen and Museum 
van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen (Belgium)
Place and dates: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten Antwerp
From 23rd October 2010 to 27th March 2011 

Artist: Ferran Aguiló
Works: 1
Exhibition: “Ferran Aguiló. Escultures 1986-2010”
Organiser: Casal Solleric, Palma
Place and dates: Casal Solleric, Palma
From 16th September to 7th November 2010

Artist: Tito Cittadini
Works: 1
Exhibition: “Tito Cittadini”
Organiser: Ajuntament de Pollença, Àrea de Cultura, Museu de Pollença (Mallorca)
Place and dates: Museu de Pollença (Mallorca)
From 12th November to 19th December 2010 

Artist: Pilar Montaner de Sureda
Works: 1
Exhibition: “Pilar Montaner i el seu entorn. Pintora i musa mallorquina (1876-1961)”
Organiser: Ajuntament de Palma, Arxiu Municipal de Palma Can Bordils (Mallorca)
Place and dates: Arxiu Municipal de Palma Can Bordils (Mallorca)
From 23rd November 2010 to 23rd March 2011



Education Department

The objective of the Education Department 
is to bring contemporary art closer to 
different types of public and groups, not 
only as an goal in itself but also as a means 
of reflecting on the world that surrounds 
us and thus developing critical acumen and 
thought, whilst at the same time favouring 
significant learning. 

Cultural Action Department

The goals of the Cultural Action Department 
are to bring the museum and contemporary 
creation closer to Balearic society; to generate 
diverse experiences, opening up the doors to 
popularization and experimentation; to turn 
the museum into a space for contemporary 
culture that accommodates proposals from 
different disciplines; to promote temporary 
exhibitions with parallel activities; to devise 
programmes for the different kinds of public, 
and to open up the museum to society and 
make it a space for enjoyment and reflection. 
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“Sembra el teu paradís” 
Families with children aged 6 to 12
Saturdays 9th, 16th and 23rd January 2010 (the 
workshop ran for the first time in 2009, and 
took place on 14th, 21st and 28th November and 
12th and 19th December 2009).
Project: Es Baluard Education Department
 
Rosemary, fork, silence, cypress, mystery, 
aroma, saucepan, earth, light bulb, orange tree, 
secret... Families discover everything that can 
be found in a garden through the work of the 
artist Joana Vasconcelos and by participating in 
the workshop, at the same time as they imagine 
and create their own family paradises. 

32 participants during 2010

“Punt i línia, elements màgics d’un mateix 
univers” 
Families with children aged 6 to 12
Saturdays 6th, 13th, 20th and 27th March, 10th, 17th 
and 24th April 2010 
Project: María Isabel Uribe Dussán

The guest artist drew inspiration from the work of 
the artist Juan Uslé, taking the point and the line 
as a reference for developing figures and shapes 
from our most personal universe using new 
materials, in an entertaining and creative fashion.

130 participants

“Ma, me, mi, mo, mu, murada...!” 
Families with children aged 3 to 5
Saturdays 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th May 2010 (the 
workshop had already been given on 17th and 
24th October and 7th November of 2009) 
Project: Txell Cisa

Humanity has used architecture to define the 
physical and material limits of the immensity 
of space since ancestral times. In Palma, the 
citizens of the Renaissance era erected a walled 
fortress to protect themselves from pirates, 
part of which we can still see, touch and feel 
surrounding the museum today. The goals of 
this workshop were to find out about the wall 
and its function, through different activities, 
and to construct a 5 m2 model of the old city 
wall of Palma.

130 participants during 2010

Exhibition “Família! El dissabte va d’art”. 
2009-10 Season
As always the season was closed by inviting 
families to visit the documentary exhibition of the 
workshops that had been carried out during the 
academic year. The inauguration of the exhibition 
took place on Saturday 5th June and it could be 
visited until 13th June. On this occasion, for the first 
time, coinciding with the party to celebrate the end 
of the workshop season, the museum offered Min-
imúsica, a cycle of modern and popular music for 
children and adults alike on the museum’s terraces.

125 visitors to the exhibition

Every year, on Saturday mornings we offer workshops for families in which children, fathers and 
mothers develop a creative project together. The activity is divided into one part consisting of 
observation and another of the actual realisation of the workshop. In all the workshops, which 
have a limited capacity, the children must be accompanied by adults as the purpose of this 
programme, as well as bringing participants closer to contemporary art, is to favour the joint 
creation, construction and collaboration of children and adults. Normally the annual programme 
of workshops alternates the age groups of the participants (families with children between 6 and 
12 and families with children between 2 and 5) so that everyone can be accommodated. Different 
workshops are organised every year, nearly always related to the exhibitions that can be seen in 
Es Baluard. In 2010 were given the following workshops for families:

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME WORKSHOPS

“Família! El dissabte va d’art” 

1
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5

1- “Sembra el 
teu paradís” 

workshop
   

   2 and 3 - “Punt i 
línia, elements màgics 

d’un mateix univers” 
workshop

1 and 2 - “Ma, me, mi, 
mo, mu, murada…!” 
workshop

3 to 5 – Opening 
exhibition
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“Reflectim reflexions” 
Families with children aged 6 to 12
Saturdays 2nd, 9th, 16th and 23rd October 2010 
Project: Es Baluard Education Department

How do others see us? How do we see ourselves? 
How do we show ourselves? The installation 
Septem by Pep Llambías was the starting point 
for reflecting on ourselves and the image we 
project to the exterior.

88 participants

“Teixim imatges” 
Families with children aged 3 to 5
Saturdays 6th, 13th, 20th and 27th November and 
11th and 18th December 2010 
Project: Es Baluard Education Department

In this workshop, which was led by the puppet 
Aracné, the different groups discovered what 
lay behind the different works in the Es Baluard 
collection. All together we wove a spider’s 
web using our relationships with the museum 
works and painted the painted the murmur of a 
moment we experienced as a family on a canvas.

157 participants

“La màgia de la llum” 
Families with children aged 6 to 12
Christmas workshop: 28th, 29th and 30th 
December 2010 
Project: Mayte Bayón 

Because of the characteristics of this workshop, it 
lasted three sessions in which the same group of 
families took part. This workshop had a ludic base 
and in it participants experimented with black light, 
incorporating music, movement, plastic art, poetry 
and corporal expression. Led by Mayte Bayón, the 
families discovered the secrets of the technique of 
black light and worked for three days in order to 
represent, as the climax to the workshop, the work 
El museu encantat, created by the artist specifically 
for the occasion of the workshop in Es Baluard. The 
performance of the play was public and took place 
in the museum’s auditorium on 30th December.

24 participants in the workshop (full)
45 people in the audience at the performance 
of El museu encantat

“HYPERARXIUS”
Processual workshop for teenagers
Workshop for young people from 13 to 17 years old
Saturdays 30th January and 6th, 13th and 20th 
February 2010
Project: Jordi Pallarès

After the good reception the first workshop for 
young people in 2009 met with, the Education 
Department set a second project in motion, aimed at 
youngsters between the ages of 13 and 17, this time 
run by Jordi Pallarès, a professor and researcher in 
the field of audiovisual culture. The project consisted 
of establishing links, connections and interests 
shared by the youngsters taking part and providing 
them with media to manage the projects that 
emerged from the different encounters these young 
people had in the months prior to the workshop. On 
the days indicated in the months of January and 
February, the projects the young participants had 
generated during the process of the workshop were 
shown in the museum’s educational space.

12 participants in the workshop (full)
98 people in the audience at the showing of 
the micro-projects
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5 to 7- “Teixim 
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Workshops for young people 
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME  EDUCATIONAL CENTRES

This programme is carried out every year, coinciding with the school year, and addresses 
educational centres with the aim of working in an attractive, participative and critical fashion, and 
reflecting on the world that surrounds us taking contemporary art as a base (the museum collection 
and temporary exhibitions). The different voices of the pupils, tutors and teachers are always heard, 
as bearers of content; the work approach is from the perspective of visual culture, based on the 
contents of the area of artistic education but with a commitment to interdisciplinarity and work on 
transversal contents. The work is based on the museum and its collection, but also on the temporary 
exhibitions; and a specific programme is designed and offered for each exhibition. The range offered 
is broad, adapted to every level or cycle and framed within the relevant curriculum for each case. 
The programme is committed to integration and inclusion; as a result, particular emphasis is placed 
on designing programmes in which pupils with special educational needs can participate.

These activities are free and form part of the programme “Palma, ciutat educativa” run by the 
Palma City Council.

The range we offer is divided up into tour visits and workshop visits.

Tour visits 

The purpose of these tours is to establish an initial contact with the museum and contemporary 
art using the collection and the temporary exhibitions. Different tours are offered with diverse 
activities depending on the educational cycle or level of the visiting students.

“Guaita! Hi ha un museu dins les murades” 
A tour designed for pre-school children aged 
between 3 and 5. 
This tour consists of an approximation to 
contemporary art, the museum space and the 
surroundings using the senses and our body 
and working on shapes, colours and materials.

3,219 students

“Es Baluard, un gran racó de ciutat” 
Aimed at pupils of the following levels: primary, 
compulsory secondary, voluntary secondary, 
technical college, adult education... 

This is a general tour for an initial approximation 
to the museum, its environs, the collection and the 
different temporary exhibitions programmed over 
the year, with contents, activities and materials 
adapted to each level.

3,924 students
 
The tour visits are redesigned over the 
academic year in order to work on the different 
exhibitions planned throughout the year. 
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4

1 -  “Guaita!Hi ha 
un museu dins les 
murades” visit

2 to 4 - “Es Baluard, un 
racó de ciutat” visit

1- Educational visit 
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Workshop visits

The dynamics of these visits are different to those of the tour visits. They are comprised of one 
part consisting of observation and reflection in front of the works in the museum halls, and 
another part consisting of practical, plastic work in the workshop spaces where the concepts 
introduced during the visit are worked on and reinforced. 

These visits are based on a focal point, which may be an aspect of the museum’s permanent 
collection or of a temporary exhibition, depending on the current museum programme.

This visit modality tries to go beyond the dimensions of the museum to propose a project with 
continuity, both in the centre and after the visit. To achieve this mutual work between the 
participating teachers and the museum’s education department is necessary. 

Primary school visit: “Diverteix-te amb l’art”

Because of the huge differences between the 
different primary level cycles, one workshop 
is planned for the first and second cycles and 
another one for the third cycle of primary level.  

1,034 students

The different workshop visits offered over the 
year for the primary level were:

“CROSSED LANSCAPES” WORKSHOP 
The basis for the activity was the museum 
terraces and the exhibition “Crossed Landscapes”. 
Taking the everyday world of the children, we 
reflected on what they understand by landscape, 
what landscapes they are familiar with, which 
one they would like to visit, where they would like 
to live, and how they can improve or intervene in 
their more immediate landscape. Our proposal 
consisted of working on the landscape in a broad 
sense, not only as a pictorial genre, but as the 
environment that surrounds us and which, in a 
way, forms a part of us and defines and shapes 
us. The activities were different depending on the 
primary level cycle taking part.

“UN MUSEU PER A TU” WORKSHOP
On this occasion the focal point was the museum 
itself. The idea was for the children to use this 
activity to discover the museum space and its 
functioning and contents, at the same time as 
they came closer to contemporary art. During the 
tour of the museum halls, the children reflected 
on the museum space and concept, and on what 
kinds of works are exhibited there. Subsequently, 
in the museum’s workshop space, they were 
asked to design an exhibition, the theme of 
which was related to their interests which had 
been worked on previously in the classroom, 
using all that they had observed during the tour.

Secondary school workshop visit: “Opina, no 
et tallis!” 
In this workshop, the teenagers learn to interpret, 
value and respect both the museum and 
contemporary art and the world that surrounds 
them with a critical spirit, on the basis of 
practical activities performed in the museum 
halls and within the framework of visual culture.

The activity is comprised of two parts, one 
consisting of a tour and another practical one in 
the workshop. 

The secondary school workshops held over 
2010 were based on the exhibitions “The sites 
of Latin American abstraction”, “Individu i 
col·lectivitat” and Alberto García-Alix. “Lo más 
cerca que estuve del paraíso”.

266 students

TOTAL DURING 2010: 8,443 STUDENTS
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1 to 3 - “Diverteix-
te amb l’art” visit-

workshop

1 and 2- “Opina, no et tallis!” visit-workshop
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“Cartografiem-nos” is a long-term transversal, interdisciplinary project that originally addressed 
the third cycle of primary education and which, over the 2009-10 academic year, at the request 
of the participating schools, became a centre project. It provides a reflection on the notion of 
territory using the tools offered by contemporary artistic practices.

This project develops a critical vision of the natural and/or urban surroundings. In it work is carried out 
in the district where the school is located, without neglecting the people who live in it, and participants 
approach the landscape in a very broad sense, not only as a pictorial genre but as a medium that sur-
rounds us and in a way, forms part of us. Research has to be carried out on the district, paying attention 
to change and difference, the elderly, and also the new arrivals, as well as the past, present and future.

This research materialises in the form of a work developed in entirely contemporary language 
– a map reflecting the other realities of the district, what the children feel is important, what 
has changed, what they want to denounce. In short, the children and their educators are the 
protagonists and the creators of this new cartography. Ultimately the project is materialised in 
the form of an exhibition in the museum, displaying the works of the participating centre and a 
previous exhibition in the district the school belongs to.

The centres that participated over the 2009-10 school year posed the challenge of converting the 
project which was originally for the third cycle of primary level into a centre project, in which all the 
pupils of the school, from nursery level to 6th grade primary level, could take part. This new reality 
the education team were faced with implied the adaptation of the project to the different cycles and 
levels (introductory activity, museum trip, design of bridge activities by cycles and levels...). The 
realities of the districts the museum worked with and the fact that the whole school was involved in 
the project meant there was a significant growth in the network of agents involved in the district.

Also, by way of an exception, during the 2009-10 school year, two different educational centres 
participated in the project:
CP Verge de Lluc, with a total of 180 students.
CEIP Escola Graduada (research phase only; the project will be completed in the 2010-11 school 
year) with a total of 350 students.

“Cartografiem-nos” entered the III Premi Mediterrani del Paisatge of the European project PAYS.
MED.URBAN. It was selected on a regional level by the Consell de Mallorca (Council of Mallorca) 
to represent Mallorca in category C (awareness and training experiences) of the competition and 
came in first of the national runners-up.

Structure of the project 
PREVIOUS WORK IN THE SCHOOL 
The children carry out research on their 
surroundings. They interview people who live 
nearby who have known the district for a long 
time, grandparents, older teachers, shopkeepers, 
and also people who have just arrived, new 
neighbours... They also take photographs and 
make drawings of what they feel is important 
about their surroundings, and gather objects 
that establish emotional links between them 
and their district.

VISIT TO ES BALUARD 
Reflection from the museum terraces on the 
concept of language, the subjectivity of the gaze, 
and the changes the landscape undergoes, and 
those participating in these transformations, 
taking advantage of the history of the bastion of 
Sant Pere.

Work is carried out inside the museum halls 
on landscape as a cultural fact, its importance, 
how it changes and how these changes affect us. 
These reflections are documented with artistic 
works on the region produced by contemporary 
artists.
 
PRACTICAL WORK IN THE MUSEUM’S 
WORKSHOP SPACE 
In the museum workshop, the participants work 
on the basis of the reflections that arose in the 
exhibition halls, the examples of contemporary 
artists, and above all the documentation on 
the district and the prior work carried out by 
the children in the school. At this point the 
outline of the project that will subsequently be 
performed at the school takes shape.

REALISATION OF THE PROJECT IN THE 
CLASSROOM 
With the support and monitoring of the human 
team of the museum’s Education Department, 
and the involvement of the teachers of the 
school, the final project is developed in the 
school itself. The project is not over until the 
work has been exhibited in a space in the 
district.
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1- Students of 
“Cartografiem-nos”
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1 to 5. Previous work 
in the school

“Cartografiem-nos”
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EXHIBITION IN THE DISTRICT AND ES BALUARD 
The exhibition is indispensable for attaining the ob-
jectives of the project and completing it. The work 
done returns to the district; friends and neighbours 
see the work performed based on their contributions, 
the children see the sense of their work and, finally, an 
exhibition is held in the Es Baluard museum, where 
the whole work process and documentation that gave 
rise to it is also put on display.

The result of the whole year’s joint work between the 
museum’s education department and the education 
community of the CP Verge de Lluc school could 
be seen in the exhibitions held first in the Llar i 
Centre de Dia Reina Sofia (21st-25th May 2010) and 
afterwards at the Es Baluard museum (15th–20th June 
2010). The children called the exhibition “Descobrim 
Verge de Lluc” (“Let’s discover Verge de Lluc”). 

The CEIP Escola Graduada school took part in the 
project for two academic years, coinciding with the 
its centenary, and for this reason the 2010 exhibition 
merely documented the research performed to date, 
in the first phase of the project. The “Cartografiem-
nos” exhibition could be visited in the Flassaders 
centre (11th-17th June 2010).

TEACHER TRAINING COURSE 
In order to unify languages and points of view regarding 
contemporary art, it is important for the teachers who 
take part in “Cartografiem-nos” to be able to take a 
training course with the aim of providing them with the 
tools for working with the students on this project, both 
with regard to concepts and procedures.

A training course for the teachers of CEIP Escola 
Graduada was organised in the month of November 
of 2010, in collaboration with the CEP (Centre de 
Professorat de Palma – Teachers’ Centre of Palma). The 
course was given by Irene Amengual with the support of 
the museum’s education team.
 
PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS 
The project was presented at:
II International Congress of Creativity and 
Innovation. Creativity as a driving force behind 
development and social inclusion, Escola Superior 
de Disseny, Palma, 13th November 2010, CEP Palma 
Jaume Cañellas Mut, CEP Inca and Crear Mundos. 
Associació Cultural per la Creativitat i la Innovació.
Paisatges de futur. El paisatge des de l’educació, 
l’economia i la participació ciutadana, Laboratori 
d’Arquitectura Francesc Quetglas, Palma, 2nd and 3rd 
December 2010. Consell de Mallorca. Departament de 
Territori.

PUBLICATION
Cartografiem-nos. Projecte educatiu per a in-
fantil i primària
Autores: Amengual, Irene; Barceló, Mar; Bauzà, 
Aina; Cifre, Eva; López, M. Teresa; Mascaró, Se-
bastià. 
ISBN: 978-84-938055-2-4 
112 páginas 
23 x 17 cm. 
Idiomas: catalán, castellano e inglés 
Editor: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Con-
temporani de Palma 

Cartografiem-nos, projecte educatiu per a in-
fantil i primària synthesizes the four years of 
“Cartografiem-nos”. The publication contains the 
description of the project, the different critical 
visions of the professionals who intervened in it, 
and the works created by the main figures, the 
pupils of the different centres in conjunction with 
which the project was carried out. 
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Sessions for teachers
Like every year, over the school year contact is kept and sessions are held with all the teachers in 
the groups that have programmed visits to the museum. 

During this teachers’ session, the teachers are given the didactic materials necessary for preparing 
the museum visit in the classroom, at the same time as an interchange of impressions takes place 
between the teachers and the staff in the museum’s education team, all of which facilitates the 
smooth progression of the visit and the attainment of the established objectives.

Non-formal education 
The Education Department places particular emphasis on working with and for different groups 
that may require support for integration, using the different programmes in the department. We 
work with special education groups, reform schools, the elderly and other population groups, 
adapting the museum’s educational offer to the groups being worked with in each case. It is 
fundamental to work in conjunction with the professionals who deal with the different groups in 
each case, in order to adapt the activity to their specific particularities.

During 2010 we worked with the “Norai” reform school, the l’Associació Mallorquina per a la Salut 
Mental Gira-sol and the elderly, through the La Bonanova home and the Llar i centre de dia Reina 
Sofia, among others. 

How to arrange a visit 
Centres interested in arranging a visit to Es Baluard may do so through: 
· The museum’s Education Department. Tel.: 971 908 201. E-mail: difusio01@esbaluard.org
· The programme “Palma, ciutat educativa” run by the Palma City Council.

Practical placement agreement 
The Education Department regularly takes up students on practical placements. In 2010 a specific 
collaboration agreement was signed between Cadiz University and Es Baluard Museu d’Art 
Modern i Contemporani de Palma, through which the museum undertook to receive a student who 
has completed the “Archaeological Historical Heritage” post-graduate course on placement. 

“Art contemporani a l’hospital”  
The Education Department sees the museum as a com-
munity space open to the diverse groups of citizens that 
make up the population, and with the aim of bringing 
the museum and contemporary art closer to hospitals, 
the “Art contemporani a l’hospital” (Contemporary art at 
the hospital) programme was set in motion. 

The origin of this programme lies in all the funding 
given by the 2009 Pyrenees-Mediterranean Euroregion; 
thanks to this funding, two long-term artistic 
workshops were carried out during 2010:

“Nàufrags”  
Participants: users of the UME (Unitat de Mitja Estada) 
Lluerna of the Gesma Mental Health Department 
Project: Isabel Castro Jung 

This project reflected on the need for space, for one’s 
own space. Space as identity, in this case the construc-
tion of one’s own identity as a home and a refuge.

The participants reflected on the idea of space and of 
dwelling, on what is necessary, what can be done and 
how buildings are integrated into the environment. A 
workshop for dreaming and imagining, in which each 
individual became an architect and constructor of his 
or her ideas. A fantastic and possible world was cre-
ated, full of space-sculptures.

The Education Department joined in with the celebra-
tions of 18th May, International Museum Day, with the 
inauguration of the exhibition “Nàufrags”, the result of 
the workshop, in the museum’s auditorium. The exhi-
bition was on display until 23rd May 2010.

A total of 171 people attended the inauguration of the 
exhibition

“Fes el teu autoretrat”  
Participants: patients of the Semi-critical Paediatrics 
Unit of the Son Dureta University Hospital of Palma.
Project: Virgínia Vallès
With the collaboration of: IneDITHOS (Intervenció i 
Investigació per a la Inclusió Educativa i Tecnològica 
dins l’Àmbit Hospitalari/Intervention and Research 
for Educational and Technological Inclusion in 
Hospitals), a group from the Education Faculty of the 
UIB (University of the Balearic Islands).

The participants made a self-portrait based on an 
analysis of their surroundings, their tastes and 
preferences.
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-Other workshops
The Education Department lends continuity 
and stability to the programme through its own 
resources, working on and adapting different 
workshops within the area with the help of the 
social and health staff of each unit where work 
is carried out. Thus, during the year 2010 work 
has been carried out in the following hospital -
related fields:
Gesma Mental Health Department 

• “Individu i col·lectivitat” workshop (users of 
Unitats Comunitàries de Rehabilitació – UCR 
/ Community Rehabilitation Units) 
• “Crossed Landscapes” workshop (users of 
occupational therapy)
• “The sites of Latin American landscapes” 
workshop (users of occupational therapy)  
• “Reflectim reflexions” workshop, based 
on the installation in the museum’s Aljub 
space by Pep Llambías (users of occupational 
therapy and UCR)
 Alberto García-Alix. “Lo más cerca que estuve 
del paraíso”, guided tour of the exhibition 
(users of UCR)
Psychiatric day hospital of Son Dureta 
University Hospital:
• “Crossed landscapes” workshop
• “Individu i col·lectivitat” workshop
• “Reflectim reflexions” workshop, based on 
the installation in the museum’s Aljub space 
by Pep Llambias
Semi-critical Paediatrics Unit of the Son 
Dureta University Hospital:
• “Sembra el teu paradís” workshop

88 people enjoyed the “Art contemporani a 
l’hospital” programme

EXTERNAL NETWORKS

Agreement with the Universitat de les Illes Balears 
Since the agreement was signed in 2009, the Education Department has worked continuously 
with the Grup de Recerca en Escola Inclusiva i Diversitat / Research Group in Inclusive Schools 
and Diversity (GREID) of the Education Faculty of the UIB, with the aim of making visits and 
workshops accessible for pupils with any kind of mental illness and / or disability.

With the aim of taking yet another step towards achieving a museum that is accessible to all, 
during the summer months work was carried out on the preparation of a physical and cognitive 
accessibility report in the museum. The report was drawn up by Esperança Marimón, with the 
support of the aforementioned Grup de Recerca en Escola Inclusiva i Diversitat (GREID) and the 
museum’s Education Department. The results of the study were presented to all the museum 
personnel in the month of November, so that each department could be made aware of which aspects 
they could improve within their area of action, and in order to take the necessary measures.

Agreement with the Mental Health Department of Gesma 
The agreement with the Mental Health Department of Gesma arose as a result of the participation 
of the different units in the hospital network in Es Baluard’s education programme, with the prior 
work of adaptation of the different activities in collaboration with the social and health personnel 
who deal with them. The agreement was signed on 5th October 2010, with the aim of establishing a 
framework of collaboration between the two institutions for the realisation of different activities 
encompassed within the “Art contemporani a l’hospital” programme of Es Baluard and Gesma’s 
TRANS: collective creation in contemporary art centres programme, in which Gesma’s mental 
health users and professionals take part. As well as the mutual commitment of both institutions, 
the agreement regulates aspects such as the methodology to be followed for the joint work.

Pyrenees-Mediterranean Euroregion Projects 
Since 2008 the Education Department has replied to the different announcements of funding of the 
Euroregion (Euroregional cultural initiatives), enabling it to work in a network with other education 
departments of different museums and art centres in the Pyrenees-Mediterranean Euroregion and 
open up new fields of research and areas of action (special education and hospitals).

Publication
Art contemporani i educació especial
Authors: Glòria Picazo, Educational services of La Panera, Es 
Baluard and CDAN, Mara Dierssen, Alicia González Guillén, Imma 
Buj, F. Javier Olivera Pueyo, Maribel Morueco, Aurora Madariaga 
Ortúzar, Joan J. Muntaner Guasp, Isabel Banal i Jordi Canudas, 
Noèlia Nadal i Maricarme Núñez, Ester Ortega, María Blanca 
Rosillo Nieves, Angela Laurier, Valérie du Chéne, Anne López, 
Eugenia Mumenthaler and David Epiney 
ISBN: 978-84-96855-37-3 
264 pages 
21 x 15 cm. 
Languages: Catalan and Spanish
Published by: Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de 
Palma, Centre d’Art La Panera and CDAN 

The publication, which was boosted by the educational services of 
Es Baluard, La Panera and CDAN, contains the results of the experience noted during the “Xarxa 
d’intercanvi entre programes d’educació especial de centres d’art contemporani de l’Euroregió 
Pirineus-Mediterrània” (2008-09) project and the conclusions the group reached. It is completed by 
a series of articles by professionals from the worlds of social and health care, education and art, 
some of which are of a more theoretical nature whilst others expound on practical experiences. 

“Art contemporani a l’hospital” 
Es Baluard, in conjunction with the Centre d’Art La Panera of Lleida and the CDAN of Huesca 
in 2009 and Le BBB of Tolosa in 2010, received funding for “cultural initiatives” of the Pyrenees-
Mediterranean Euroregion which support the “Art contemporani a l’hospital” programme. 
The programme has two facets; on the one hand, it is educational, providing training for the 
different members of the educational services of the centres involved on the reality and protocols 
established within the health care network and on the other, it provides resources to enable the 
artistic actions to be performed in the hospitals of the regions involved.

Thanks to the funding of 2009, during 2010 the aforementioned artist workshops “Nàufrags” and 
“Fes el teu autoretrat” could be carried out. At the end of 2010 the Education Department received 
further funding, which will enable it to carry out more actions in hospitals during 2011.
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Educational research group 
The excellent results of the work initiated in the network thanks to the Euroregion projects 
confirmed the need to permanently establish a means of collaboration between the education 
departments of different centres.
 
Thus, on 17th September 2010 the educational research group was initiated with a first meeting in 
the Centre d’Art La Panera. Initially, the members of the group are Es Baluard, La Panera, CDAN and 
ARTIUM, although the aim is to gradually incorporate more centres into the project in the future. 
 
As some of the group’s objectives we can cite the creation of lines of research related to the 
educational projects carried out by the different centres, in order to share and include new 
references to help improve our educational practices.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

End-of-year project of “Jocs coreogràfics” 
28th April 2010 

The museum’s terraces were the venue for the end-of-year celebration of the educational dance 
project “Jocs coreogràfics” run by the dancer and creator Mariantònia Oliver which forms part of 
the activities offered by “Palma, ciutat educativa” organised by the Palma City Council.

Approximately 120 students took part of the activity
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29/09/10, Última Hora  

10/11/10, Suplement Educatiu, Última Hora

22/05/10, Última Hora

9/10/10, Diari de l’Escola, Diario de Mallorca
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25/02/10, Mallorca Zeitung 

16/06/10, Diari de Balears 

24/03/10, http://palmademallorca.portaldeciutat.com
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“Crossed Landscapes. Views of 
Es Baluard’s Collection” 
Commented visit by Cristina Ros 
8th January 2010  
 
Commented visit on “Crossed Landscapes. 
Views of Es Baluard’s Collection” by Cristina 
Ros, curator of the exhibition and director of 
the museum. During the tour the catalogue for 
“Crossed Landscapes” was presented, the volume 
that inaugurates a series of publications on the 
different views, the different ways in which one 
can interpret Es Baluard’s permanent collection. 
 
31 people attended

Juan Uslé. “Nudos y rizomas” 
Debate between Juan Uslé and Fernando Francés 
27th January 2010

The artist Juan Uslé, one of the great names 
in contemporary abstraction, talked with 
Fernando Francés, curator of “Nudos y rizomas” 
(Knots and rhizomes), in a debate that was 
open to the public, designed to enable people to 
discover his creative process first-hand. “Nudos 
y rizomas” is his first individual exhibition 
in the Balearic Islands, a careful selection of 
the more complex and energetic of his works 
produced between 1993 and 2009.

48 people attended

“In Private 2. The Unamiable option”
Debate with Carlos Jover and Juan Redón
30th June 2010

Within the framework of the exhibition “In Private 
2. The Unamiable Option”, the curator Carlos 
Jover, who expounded his theory of the collector 
as a kidnapper of works of art, and Juan Redón, 
one of the collectors who provided artworks for 
this exhibition that enabled the public to see 
pieces which, for the most part, had not been 
displayed in public previously, engaged in a 
debate with the active participation of Cristina 
Ros, the director of the museum, and the public.  

43 people attended

Projection of the documentary 
“Juan Uslé” 
16th February, 17th March and 15th April 2010

Es Baluard showed the documentary “Juan Uslé” 
through which spectators were able to discover how 
Juan Uslé works in his studios in New York and Saro 
(Cantabria), the influences he receives from both 
places, the extent to which he was marked by a trip 
to Nepal or the process this artist uses to prepare 
an exhibition. Moreover, the documentary included 
interviews with Fernando Francés, the curator of 
“Nudos y rizomas” and director of the Málaga CAC 
(contemporary art centre), and Fernando Huici, 
director and critic of the magazine “Arte y Parte”.
 
41 people attended

“Lo más cerca que estuve del paraíso” 

Photography workshop run by 
Alberto García-Alix 
13th, 14th and 15th September 2010

Alberto García-Alix gave a workshop in Es 
Baluard to coincide with the exhibition “Lo 
más cerca que estuve del paraíso” (The closest 
I ever came to paradise). Twelve advanced-
level photography students took part in the 
workshop, which offered them the chance to 
share a forum for debate and discussion with 
one of the great masters of the image, as well as 
field photography sessions.  

Conference, “Image and word”
15th September 2010

Alberto García-Alix gave the lecture-conference 
“Image and word”, in which he accompanied 
a narration from his own texts with images 
from the exhibition “The closest I ever came to 
paradise”.  

A total of 222 people attended

“The Murmur of the World: from 
Informalism to the New Abstractions, 
1950-2010”
Conference by Juan Manuel Bonet
27th October 2010

Es Baluard offered the conference “Architecture, 
music, literature: the museum as a space for 
dialogue between the arts” by Juan Manuel 
Bonet, curator of “The Murmur of the World: 
from Informalism to the New Abstractions, 
1950-2010”, during which he dealt with the role 
of museums as a cultural reference point based 
on exhibitions and activities, highlighting their 
new function as articulators of the plastic arts 
with the other arts. 

31 people attended

PARALLEL ACTIVITIES TO TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS 

CULTURAL ACTION
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Workshop and show by the Mercedes 
Boronat dance company 

20th February 2010
Choreographer and dancer Mercedes Boronat 
brought her work Butterfly to the museum’s 
Aljub space, a display of dance and movement 
that explores the possibility of a liberation of 
our inhibitions through transformation. The 
show is a non-narrated journey in ten moments 
of an evolution performed by eight dancers on a 
set divided up into numbered plots. 

20th and 21st February 2010
During her stay here, Mercedes Boronat gave 
a workshop during which those who attended 
were able to experience the same creative 
process as the artists of Butterfly. 

A total of 132 people attended

Round table 
“Collecting in the name of Art”
25th February 2010

The Royal Academy of the Fine Arts of San 
Sebastián and the regional ministry for Culture 
and Heritage of the Consell de Mallorca 
organised the round table “Collecting in the 
name of Art” in Es Baluard. The participants in 
the round table were: Alejandro Villalba Lázaro 
(collector), Pere A. Serra Bauzà (academician), 
Carlos Jover Jaume (art critic) and José María 
Pardo Falcón (academician), and Rafa Forteza 
Muñoz, academician, who moderated the 
discussion.

151 people attended

Chamber music concerts by the 
Symphony Orchestra of the Balearic 
Islands 

From 27th February to 24th April 2010
Es Baluard was once again the venue for a 
season of chamber music concerts for the 
Balearic Public Foundation for Music. The 
season consisted of five concerts with modern 
and contemporary compositions, performed by 
soloists from the Ciutat de Palma Symphony 
Orchestra of the Balearic Islands. 

27th February 2010
Selection of works by:
Henrik Colding-Jorgensen, Dubrovay Lâzlo, 
Anthony Plog, Marc Andersen, Guss, Brader, 
Michel Godard and Andy Emler.

Tobies Isern, tuba
Juan Carlos Murgui, percussion

6th March 2010
Caoshéé: Juan Carlos Murgui
Boast: tuba solo, Henrik Holding-Jørgensen
Metal Fons: Juan Carlos Murgui 
Vangeliando: Vangelis Papathanasiou
Cadente: piece for tuba soloist and trombone 
quartet 
Meltdown: John Sass

Juan Carlos Murgui, percussion
Tobies Isern, tuba
Jean C. Brunet, trombone
Bartomeu Serra, trombone
José Maria Sbert, trombone
Tomeu Garcies, trombone

10th April 2010
Ravel: Le Tombeau de Couperin
Ligeti: Six bagatelles
Granados: Andalusian dance 

Josep Miralles, flute
Javier Arnal, oboe
Eduardo Bernabeu, clarinet
Joana Rullan, bassoon
Miriam Merino, horn
 

17th April 2010
Farkas: Early Hungarian dances 
Hindemith: Little chamber music for 5 wind 
instruments 
Malcolm Arnold: Wind quintet 
Jacques Ibert: Three short pieces

Josep Miralles, flute
Javier Arnal, oboe
Eduardo Bernabeu, clarinet
Joana Rullan, bassoon
Miriam Merino, horn

24th April 2010
Telemann: Concerto for four horns
Hindemith: Sonata for four horns 
Bach: Chorale Prelude Wir Glauben all’an einen 
Gott
F. Tull: Lament (In memoriam Philip Farkas)
L. Shaw: Fripperies, 20, 11 and 17

“Cornogràfics”
Joan Barceló, horn
Nigel Carter, horn 
José Fco. Fortea, horn
César Guillem, horn 
Miriam Merino, horn

A total of 603 people attended the concerts

GENERAL ACTIVITIES
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Fascicles Musicals
19th March, 25th June, 15th October, 12th 
November and 10th December 2010

In 2010 Es Baluard began a new concert season 
dedicated to the youngest kind of music: 
Fascicles Musicals A new season of concerts 
during which projects of different styles were 
presented: pop, folk, indie, experimental, 
electronic, etc. from today’s music scene. By 
way of a musical collection, Es Baluard offered 
different concerts by local and national groups 
and soloists, both emerging artists and those 
with more extensive careers behind them, on 
different Fridays throughout the year, making 
use of the different spaces in the museum. 

The cycle was inaugurated by the Mallorcans 
Papa Topo, one of the most attractive of current 
Spanish pop groups, who presented Oso Panda, 
their first record by Guille Milkyway on Elefant 
Records. The rest of the concerts starred 
Emilio José (Galicia), fresh from the Primavera 
Sound and Sónar festivals, The Bankers 
(Mallorca-Menorca) with projections by d’Oscar 
Cabezas, Oso Leone (Mallorca) with his official 
presentation accompanied by visuals by Dios 
Coridex, and Sr. Nadie (Madrid) presenting his 
disc En la ciudad del aire complemented by the 
illustrations of Fran Bravo. 

A total of 1,146 people attended

“Playtime”. Itinerant film display
25th and 26th March 2010

Es Baluard offered the “Playtime” itinerant 
film display, curated by Natalia and Enrique 
Piñuel, which includes some of the best works 
produced in Spain over recent years, as a 
platform for new audiovisual creators. The 
display took place over two days, with the 
following contents: 

09 PROGRAMME
Los individuos, Kain Adam
Fin, Gabriela Martí
Suena brillante, Luis Cerveró
Today is Sunday, Issac Berrokal
Passer/8, César Pesquera
Para Sonia Gómez: experiencias con un 
desconocido show, José Luis Cañadas
Scratched job, David Buendía and Fernando 
Cano
FOUND FOOTAGE PROGRAMME
¿Quién puede matar a un hombre?, Enrique 
Piñuel
Tabla aeróbica nº4 (entrenamiento para 
pintores), Gonzalo de Pedro 
Matar a Hitchcock, Alberto Cabrera
Nif fin, Albert Alcoz
The end, Fernando Franco
Alone, Gerard Freixes
Jean Claude Van Dance, Left hand rotation
La cosa nuestra, María Cañas

A total of 31 people attended

First Libraries and Comic Conference
27th March 2010 

Symposium of librarians and comic book writers 
to discuss the cataloguing of comics in libraries, 
the actions and results of comics in libraries 
from 1999 to 2009 and the significance of the 
comic in the library. With the participation of 
Joan Miquel Morey, president of the Association 
of Comic Victims), librarians Anna Martínez-
Reina (Barcelona) and Julio Pequero (A Coruña) 
and the comic book artist Àlex Fito. 

Organised by the Consell de Mallorca, 
Department of Culture and Heritage,
Norma Còmics and the Network of Libraries of 
Mallorca.
With the collaboration of ABADIB, the 
Association of Librarians, Archivists and 
Documenters of the Balearic Islands.

130 people attended

“Guate va vest”
Presentation of the Irene Peukes collection
14th April 2010
Es Baluard was the venue for the presentation 
of Guate va vest II, the collection by designer 
Irene Peukes, with music by Neotokyo and 
sculptures by Marcos Vidal in different spaces 
of the museum. Guate va vest is a project with 
a humanitarian facet; all the garments were 
made by craftswomen from Quetzaltenango 
(Guatemala) joined together by the Asimam 
Association, which favours the social and 
economic development of this area. Before 
the fashion show the video “Wings, pearls & 
pigs” by Eder Santos was premiered, with the 
presence of the artist.

229 people attended
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ALTERNATILLA FESTIVAL

CineMix
25th April, 13th May and 10th June 2010

The CineMix film season updated the dialogue 
between two disciplines which, in the early 
days of cinema, were practically inseparable: 
live music and film projection. The highlights of 
the different sessions were three great films full 
of evocative images, complemented by music by 
avant-guard performers. 

Juha, Aki Kaurismäki, 1999, Finland + 
Huntsville, Norway
Die Abenteuer des Prinzen Achmed, Lotte 
Reiniger, 1926, Germany + NLF3, France
Vampyr – Der Traum des Allan Grey, Carl T. 
Dreyer, 1931, Germany + Hauschka,  Germany 

Exhibition Lou Reed. “Romanticism”
From 29th April to 30th May 2010

Es Baluard became the first museum in Europe 
to exhibition the collection of photographs 
by Lou Reed, “Romanticism”. The display 
was comprised of 23 photographs taken by 
Lou Reed between 2005 and 2008 during his 
tours of concerts around the world. With a 
predominance of landscapes and architectural 
motifs, Lou Reed’s photos were taken in 
basically rural settings using a digital camera 
which the artist adapted so as to “see” in the 
infrared zone, giving them a supernatural aura.

Documentary. Red Shirley 
30th April and 4th, 9th, 11th and 13th May 2010

Presentation of the documentary Red Shirley, 
which was the debut of Lou Reed as a director. 
Along with Ralph Gibson, he stood behind the 
camera to film the biography of his hundred-
year-old cousin Shirley. As well as co-directing 
the documentary, Lou Reed produced it and was 
responsible for the additional photography and 
the soundtrack, a task he completed with his 
group Metal Machine Trio. 

“Haiti. The earth that died screaming”  
4th June 2010

A night of visuals, music and raising awareness 
with photos by Pep Bonet and music by José 
Bautista.
On 12th January 2010, a catastrophic earthquake 
of magnitude 7.0 devastated Haiti. There were 
more than 230,000 dead, 300,000 injured and 
the quake left a million people without a roof 
over their heads. Pep Bonet travelled to Haiti, to 
a mission of the Gift of the Givers Foundation, 
with a team of 53 rescue personnel, doctors and 
reporters to document the dramatic situation 
the Haitians faced.  

Photographs by Pep Bonet were projected in the 
patio of Es Baluard, to the accompaniment of 
music by José Bautista. Subsequently a charity 
auction was organised, including two original 
photographs by Pep Bonet signed by the artist. 
The funds raised by the auction were donated 
in their entirety to the Gift Of The Givers 
Foundation in support of its work in Haiti.

These activities were organised by Alternatilla 
and coordinated by Es Baluard. 

A total of 800 people attended the festival 
activities

Palma amb la Dansa
1st May 2010

On the occasion of the activities of Palma amb 
la Dansa organised by Palma City Council to 
celebrate International Dance Day, Es Baluard 
was the venue for the work “Y del resto no sé 
nada” by the Ember company, formed by Jorge 
Jauregui Allue and Laura Aris Álvarez, in the 
museum’s auditorium. 

142 people attended

1- CineMix poster

2- Juha

3- Lou Reed at 
“Romanticism”

4- Red Shirley film 
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The earth that died 
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3- Jorge Jáuregui 
Allue And Laura Aris 
Álvarez
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Mercedes Boronat 

To Vibrate laboratory
From 15th to 17th May 2010

To vibrate is a vibration towards social 
harmony that invites participation both in the 
laboratory and in performance from dancers, 
actors, artists, performers, etc. The preparation 
of the performance took place in the laboratory 
for research into the vibration that arises from 
the state of meditation. This laboratory was 
held free of charge at the Quarter d’Intendència 
Centre de Recursos de Creació Contemporània.

Meeting with Mercedes Boronat
15th May 2010

In her meeting with the public the 
choreographer Mercedes Boronat spoke of her 
project To vibrate, explained her work process 
by expounding on its creative keys and replied 
to the questions and observations of Cristina 
Ros, the director of the museum, and the public. 

Performance To vibrate
18th May 2010

The performance To vibrate took place in 
different spaces in the museum, with the 
participation of the people who attended the 
laboratory which was held previously and any 
visitor who wished to join in. To vibrate enabled 
them to experience the silent reserve of energy, 
creativity and intelligence found inside every 
person. 

INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM DAY 2010

From 15th to 18th May 2010

On the occasion of International Museum Day, from 14th to 18th May Es Baluard organised a range 
of different activities. In 2010, the theme established by the ICOM was “Museums for social 
harmony” and, in this spirit, activities of a social nature were organised, as well as the museum’s 
open day on 18th May.

Basurama

Meeting with Basurama
15th May 2010

Basurama is a group that studies refuse 
and residue in all its formats, as well as the 
phenomena inherent in the mass production of 
the consumer society, bringing new visions as 
generators of thought and attitude, and posing 
questions not only about the way in which 
we exploit resources, but also on our way of 
thinking, working and perceiving reality. 

Spermöla sobre rodes 
From 15th to 18th May 2010

For nearly one week the Basurama team 
occupied the museum’s patio with furniture 
and objects on which they intervened to make 
them mobile. Dozens of pieces of furniture 
were returned to life with mutant forms and a 
new existence as public objects, with the aim 
of turning the public space of Es Baluard into 
a place for collective exchange and creative 
action. Visitors were invited to enrich the 
exchange with their own objects, and were able 
to discover the new furniture of the museum; on 
the last day they were able to take the objects 
they desired home with them.  

Marc Masmiquel 
15th May 2010

 “Collaborative projects for social harmony” was 
the title of the conference by Marc Masmiquel, a 
designer from Estudi M2, designer and editor of 
Invisible, who presented different participative 
and collaborative initiatives with the common 
theme of making what is invisible visible, 
synthesizing and materializing this idea in a 
socio-cultural editorial project.

The activities revolving around International 
Museum Day were attended by a total of 2,291 
people   

1- Mercedes Boronat 
and Cristina Ros

2- Performance
To vibrate
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1- Meeting
with Basurama

2- Spermöla sobre 
rodes
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“Celebrant la participació”
Social films in the open air
25th May, 1st and 8th June 2010
Continuing to pursue its objective of exchanging 
experiences with people from the district, Es 
Baluard collaborated with the Centre Cultural 
Puig de Sant Pere by offering the outdoor spaces 
of the museum as the venue for the film season 
“Celebrant la participació”, showing films with 
the theme of social change as a result of the 
union of different groups and people. The films 
shown as part of this season were:  
 
Miracolo a Milano (Miracle in Milan), Vittorio de 
Sica, 1951, Italy
Luna de Avellaneda (Moon of Avellaneda), Juan 
José Campanella, 2004, Argentina 
Ikiru (Living), Akira Kurosawa, 1952, Japan 

A total of 170 people attended

Duelo de caracoles
3rd June 2010
Talk/presentation of the graphic novel Duelo 
de caracoles by illustrator Sonia Pulida and 
scriptwriter Pere Joan. The activity formed part 
of the programme for the “15 years of comic” 
celebration. With the participation of Jesús 
Moreno, editor of SINSEN TIDO.

37 people attended

Minimúsica
5th June 2010
For the first time Es Baluard offered 
Minimúsica as a parallel activity to the closure 
of the family workshops 2009-2010, including 
the live songs of the groups from Mallorca and 
Catalonia Papa Topo, Oliveta trencada, Gran 
Amant, Internet 2 and Fred i Son. Minimúsica 
is a cycle of modern and popular music that 
addresses fathers and mothers and girls and 
boys, with the aim of having children grow 
up with music that is representative of the 
social moment they are experiencing and with 
the breadth of musical knowledge that exists, 
without restricting their musical experience 
to any existing style. At the same time it gives 
parents the chance to share musical activity 
with their children. Each of the editions of 
Minimúsica revolves around a theme, and on 
this occasion it was art in all of its dimensions. 

194 people attended

2- Fred i Son in 
concert

3- Minimúsica’s 
audience

4- Internet 2 in concert

1- Title page of Duelo 
de caracoles
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PalmaPhoto 2010
Workshop by Graciela Iturbide
From 19th to 23rd June 2010

As has become customary over recent years, 
Es Baluard joined in the 2010 edition of 
PalmaPhoto, with the participation of Graciela 
Iturbide, one of the most internationally-
renowned Mexican photographers as a result 
of her career, which may be described as 
fundamental for comprehending the evolution 
of photography in Latin America. In parallel to 
her retrospective exhibition in Palma’s Casal 
Solleric, the Mexican photographer gave a five-
day workshop at Es Baluard. The workshop, 
which was designed for professional or 
advanced-level photographers, was coordinated 
by the Al·liquindoi group and divided up into 
seminars, critiques and editing sessions and 
street photography sessions with a specific 
theme. 

Conference by Graciela Iturbide
22nd June 2010

Within the framework of the events for 
PalmaPhoto, Graciela Iturbide, the winner 
of Photo España 2010 for best career, gave 
a conference open to the general public and 
moderated by the Mallorcan photographer 
Toni Amengual, which included a visual and 
conceptual journey through the Mexican 
photographer’s work.

A total of 211 people attended
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1 and 2- Graciela 
Iturbide’s workshop 

3 and 4- Graciela 
Iturbide’s conference
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“LLUNES D’ES BALUARD” 2010
Every Friday from 2nd July to 6th August 2010

“Llunes d’Es Baluard” is a cycle of performing arts and musical shows held in the museum’s 
outdoor spaces, a summer programme that gives one the opportunity to find or discover artists 
who explore new paths in contemporary dance, drama, music, circus, sound poetry or the 
performing arts, including a wide diversity of expressions and serving as a platform for artists of 
local, national and international renown. The shows in the cycle revolve around a common theme 
every year. Entry is free every Friday in July, since the museum is open until 12 midnight with the 
“Tu decideixes” entry fee, which starts at 0.10 euro cents.

The idea around which “Llunes d’Es Baluard” revolved in 2010 was the concept of hybridisation, 
a characteristic that converges in the vast majority of the latest contemporary creations in 
general, and in the artistic projects presented at Es Baluard in  particular: literature forming 
part of a show with visuals and electronic music, drama combined with electronic music, visuals 
and dance, circus coupled to instrumental music, contemporary dance hybridised with digital 
art, emerging artists who work with image and music, DJs who mix the musical content of their 
sessions with visual projections and finally, popular song coupled with instrumental music, 
electronic music, visuals and performance-cabaret. 

Agustín Fernández Mallo i Eloy 
Fernández Porta 
Afterpop Fernández & Fernández
Mallorca/Barcelona

A show in spoken word format with images, 
music and texts, the fruit of the collaboration 
of writers Agustín Fernández Mallo and Eloy 
Fernández Porta. As a source for the reading, 
audio and visual material was used by way of a 
VJ session with copyleft licence.

Performers-creators: Agustín Fernández Mallo 
Eloy Fernández Porta 

Ínsula Teatro 
Escenas de terror versión 7.10
Mallorca
Escenas de terror versión 7.10 commemorates 
the 200th anniversary of the birth of Edgar 
Allen Poe with the adaptation of three stories 
to open up the doors to the author’s obsessive 
landscape. The dramatic text was joined by the 
disciplines of electronic music, set installations, 
images and theatre dance. The project connected 
the past to the present, breaking our position in 
time. 

Director: Alejandro Martín-Francés
Live music: NeoTokyo
Set installation and visuals: Tatiana Sarasa
Dancer: Lavinia Drexel
Performers: Julia Triay, Marc Bibiloni, Enrique 
Pancorbo, Jaime Piñol and Pepa Granda

2 and 3- Ínsula Teatro

1- Agustín Fernández 
Mallo and Eloy 

Fernández Porta
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K.Danse
Génesis 3.16
France

Génesis 3.16 staged two opposing visions: the 
“classical” one, which appears in the ancient 
mythological writings and another, “displaced” 
one, supplied by vision of a woman based on 
three female Greek mythological figures: the 
Sirens, Andromeda and Ariadne. The strongly 
contrasted dynamics of the dance, the projected 
images and the musical elements nourish the 
aesthetics of this show.
Performers and dancers: Aude Miyagi, Anne 
Panjwani and Julie Pichavant
Musical and audio creation: David Fieffé
Choreographic and artistic directors: Anne 
Holst and Jean-Marc Matos

Atempo circ
Atempo
Mallorca/Barcelona

Atempo is a musical drawing, an unreal space, 
a no-man’s land where four characters meet. 
Here they share fragments of two realities: one 
everyday one and another magical one. They 
know each other… but they do not remember 
this… music will be the key to their achieving 
communication with each other. A show 
containing live music, energetic choreography 
and contemporary circus. 

Idea and creation: Atempo Circ
Performers: Marilén Ribot (swing trapeze), 
Miguel Ángel Soto (Chinese pole), Matías Marré 
(Cyr wheel and choreography) and José Arias 
(cello and musical composition).
Co-production: Centre d’ Arts Escèniques de 
Reus. 

Rayuela DJ’s
Eufòria, ànima, eufòria
Mallorca

Rayuela DJ’s presented Eufòria, Ànima, 
Eufòria, a show in which a sound session is 
accompanied by a selection of images also 
inspired by collage technique and loop. The 
visuals include fragments from experimental 
and early films, television from the 1980s and 
home videos of popular dances, amongst others. 
Eufòria, Ànima, Eufòria by Rayuela DJ’s is a 
sound and image zapping project that calls on 
the sensorial experience of the spectator. 
 
Gerard Armengol and Marcos Jávega: DJs

1 2
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1- Atempo circ
2- K.Danse
3- Rayuela DJ’s
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Diana Coca
El Futurismo Siempre Será Glitter
Mallorca

A photographic project by the Mallorcan 
artist on festival, imagination, inspiration and 
evasion. A world of passion where one can allow 
one’s thoughts to wander without limitations or 
restrictions.

La Terremoto de Alcorcón, “Banda 
Peut-être”, Chuso and Toni Bass Dj 
Perhaps (quizás)
Mallorca/Barcelona

Pepa Charro (LATERREPRODUCE) contacted 
the “Banda Peut-être”, comprised of several 
saxophonists and a drummer, with whom he 
prepared a repertoire of songs enveloped by the 
projections of Chuso and accompanied by Toni 
Bass as DJ, with a wardrobe designed especially 
for this show, resulting in a curious, innovative 
and daring initiative. The origin of this project 
lies in “La noche en blanco”from 2009 when La 
Terremoto de Alcorcón performed songs from 
her repertoire and classics from the capital of 
Spain, Madrid, accompanied by five musicians 
from the Escola Música Creativa.  

Pepa Charro: vocals and performance
Toni Bass DJ: DJ, electronic music 
Chuso Ordi: drawings and projections
“Banda Peut-être”: saxophones and drums

A total of 1,735 people attended

MECAL AIR ES BALUARD
From 13th August to 3rd September 2010

In its first year, Mecal Air Es Baluard offered 
the short films from the International Short 
Film Festival of Barcelona in the five sessions 
held in the outdoor areas of Es Baluard with 
the sea as a backdrop. An attractive, original 
proposal for starting off the summer weekend 
in Palma. Short films with different subject 
matters, free entry and an exclusive space in 
artistic surroundings were the ingredients for 
this summer programme. 
 
One hour of short films with varying themes 
were shown every Friday, plus a further half 
an hour with a selection of shorts with special 
themes. Moreover, from 8 pm DJ sessions were 
held. 

13th August 2010
“Japan!” A series of short films for fans of 
manga and sushi.  

20th August 2010
“The 3 S: Sex and Sun”. A session of refreshing 
short films, perfect for the month of August. 

27th August 2010
“Qué miedo me das”. A night dedicated to horror 
in general: from the most subtle genre to gore. 

3rd September 2010
“Sooooooooo 80’s”. The last session was 
dedicated to the ‘80s, impossible designs, 
synthesizers, humour and originality to see off 
the cycle.  

A total of 1,203 people attended

NEOTOKYO ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
AND VIDEO ART FESTIVAL
From 22nd to 25th September 2010

The fourth Neotokyo Electronic Music and Video 
Art Festival, and the second to be held in Es 
Baluard, represented the consolidation and growth 
of the festival, which has a clearly experimental 
vocation, in terms of duration, programme, 
attendance by the public and spaces, including the 
participation of the Quarter d’Intendència Centre 
de Recursos de Creació Contemporània.

22nd September 2010 
Destroy’r’us (Palma)
Acid Pimps (Palma) 
Tannhäuser Collective(Palma) 
 
23rd September 2010 
Projection of Blade Runner -Zan Lyons Remix 
(London) 
Minijacks (Palma) 
Pedro Trotz Live (Palma) 

24th September 2010 
Dj Muñeca Cruel (Mexico) 
Kingdinsky (Palma)
Roñatron (Palma)
Zan Lyons (London) 
 
25th September 2010 
Muñeca Cruel Dj. (Mexico)
Head Over Heels (Barcelona) 
Neotokyo + ERROR_video (Palma) 
Meneo + MinimalTV (Guatemala/Barcelona)

A total of 2,701 people attended

3 to 5- Perhaps 
(quizás)

1 and 2- El Futurismo 
Siempre Será Glitter

1 and 2- Mecal Air Es 
Baluard

3- Neotokyo in concert
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ART FUTURA FESTIVAL 2010 
From 4th November 2010 to 29th April 2011

For the second year running Es Baluard hosted ArtFutura, the most important digital creativity and cul-
ture festival in Spain, thanks to the collaboration with the Sa Nostra Friendly Society. Palma was one of 
the cities where the contest was held, along with Buenos Aires, Alicante, Barcelona, Gijón, Granada, Pam-
plona, Madrid, Murcia, Santiago de Chile, Segovia, Tenerife, Valladolid, Vigo and Zaragoza, among others. 
 
The audiovisual programme for this year’s ArtFutura included more than eight hours of high-
impact images, the latest works in 3D animation, MotionGraphics, videogames and special effects. 
Documentaries such as We Live in Public were projected, as well as selections of 3D animation, a 
special dedicated to Passion Pictures, a selection of MotionGraphics, virals and video-clips and a 
new section: “World Wide Work”, dedicated to creativity on the Internet. 

PROGRAMME:
Audiovisual programme
4th, 5th, 6th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 18th, 19th and 20th 
November 2010
 
“Flux Music Video Showcase” 
“3D + Motiongraphics en español” 
“Demos + Processing” 
“Futura Graphics” 
“World Wide Work” 
“Launder my Head” 
“3D ArtFutura Show” 
“Passion Pictures” 
Chico y Rita - Making of  
We Live in Public 

Educational centres at ArtFutura 
Juan Montes de Oca presents ArtFutura 
17th and 24th November 2010

Presentation of the ArtFutura festival by Juan 
Montes de Oca, director of LADAT, Laboratory 
of Animation and Audiovisual Technologies of 
the University of the Balearic Islands (UIB) and 
special selection of the audiovisual programme 
by educational level.

À la carte ArtFutura programme 
From Tuesday to Friday, from November 2010 
to April 2011  

Special selection and viewing of the audiovisual 
programme by educational level. Day and time 
by arrangement with the educational centre.SMSlingshot by VR/URBAN, 

digital interventions in public spaces
23rd November 2010

Conference
Christian Zoellner, member of the VR/Urban 
group (Berlin), gave a conference entitled “The 
act on hybrid estates”, presenting her work 
on the creation of digital interventions in 
public spaces in general and SMSlingshot in 
particular. Presentation and translation by Pau 
Waelder, curator and independent critic.

SMSlingshot action VR/Urban
VR/Urban performed an open act of digital 
intervention in the outdoor area of Es Baluard 
with the SMSlingshot device, a virtual slingshot 
designed to create situations of urban intervention 
through digital resources. The members of the 
public who attended were able to write their 
messages and cast them against the museum wall 
in the form of graffiti. The messages created by the 
public were published simultaneously on Twitter. 

A total of 862 people attended the festival

1- VR/URBAN’s 
conference

2- Educational centres 
at ArtFutura 
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6/06/10, Diari de Balears

August 2010, Infomag 

19/02/10, El Mundo

04/06/10, El Mundo 

25/06/10, El Mundo

16/05/10, Diario de Mallorca

15/04/10, Diario de Mallorca 
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05/08/10, www.mallorcadiario.com

30/06/10, Diari de Balears

09/07/10, FND, Diario de Mallorca

30/06/10, Última Hora  

24/06/10, Mallorca Magazin 
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03/07/10, El Mundo 

16/09/10, Mallorca Zeitung

24/09/10, El Mundo    

22/09/10, Diari de Balears
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30/04/10, El País

04/06/10, Diari de Balears 22/04/10, www.alternatilla.com

04/05/10, El País

November 2010, Infomag

24/11/10, Diari de Balears 

05/11/10, Diario de Mallorca 
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Marketing Department

The Marketing Department is 
responsible for obtaining funds for 
strengthening and vitalising the 
museum and its programmes. It is also 
responsible for defining Es Baluard’s 
corporate identity and ensuring a 
suitable use of the brand in terms of 
the museum’s promotion, particularly 
as part of the range of cultural and 
leisure events available to the business 
sector and in relation to the permanent 
collection, temporary exhibitions and 
educational and cultural activities.
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The Marketing Department is responsible for the image and identity of the museum’s brand name, 
advertising, public relations and, through the Amics d’Es Baluard, direct marketing strategies, 
sales promotion and gaining sponsorships and patronage.

The main goal of the Marketing Department in 2010 was to try and make citizens aware of 
the range of possibilities offered by the museum, enhance the image of Es Baluard abroad, 
and achieve economic resources for investment in the improvement of the museum and the 
intensification of its activities. 

The essential goals of the Marketing Department are as follows:
- To project an image of the museum that reflects its spirit as faithfully as possible: a 
contemporary, dynamic, fresh and characteristic image, but one that is also rigorous in its 
criteria for exhibition and the programming of activities.
- To establish relations with the community, achieve the support of citizens and attempt to 
reach the broadest, most diverse public possible. Recruiting of visitors, users of workshops 
and people to attend the different activities.
- To achieve the fidelity of individuals and families as Amics d’Es Baluard.
- To obtain economic resources through sponsorship and patronage programmes, as well as 
through rental of available museum spaces. 
- To increase the visibility of Es Baluard. To advertise and publicise the museum, its services 
and its activity.
- To promote existing products.

The marketing actions include the following:
Renewal of the corporate image:
- Application and control of the corporate image
Visitors:
-Publicising the exhibitions, activities and the museum itself amongst citizens.
-The identification, analysis and promotion of the museum’s products depending on the public.
- Establishing agreements with companies, company clubs and professionals from the tourism 
sector (hotels, travel agencies and tour operators), to provide information on the museum and 
attract them.
- Management of the museum’s contact base. Dispatch of invitations (normal post and e-mail).
- Customer service.
Sales strategy:
- Recruitment of companies and individuals for organising private events in the museum, with 
rental of the available spaces. 
-Sale of tickets.
Amics d’Es Baluard:
- Recruitment and fidelity of Amics d’Es Baluard, through organisation of initiatives of interest for 
the Amics group.
Promotion:
- Production of material advertising the museum (leaflets, invitations, posters, pennants, etc.). 
Distribution.
  -Production of advertising campaigns for the museum. 
Sponsorships and patronage:
- Securing the sponsorship of companies and institutions.

Renewal of the corporate image
During 2010, our corporate image was renewed.
Initially, in order to create the corporate image and as per the dictates of the Corporate Identity 
Manual (MIC), a series of objective circumstances were taken into account that defined the 
institutional reality of the Es Baluard museum: 

• Public-private consortium
• Advanced cultural institution
• Balearic society
• International projection

Different values were also borne in mind, values the institution assumed as its own and on which 
its identity was initially based:

• Contemporary
• Mediterranean
• Innovative
• Dynamic
• Open, participative

Thus, both the Es Baluard brand and the corporate identity manual were designed with the idea 
of gathering and faithfully and coherently transmitting the circumstances and values mentioned 
above. 

After the celebration of the fifth anniversary of the inauguration of Es Baluard, the department 
began to think about the necessary evolution of the symbol, the colours, the location and 
proportions with regard to the name of the museum, so as to offer a more contemporary, striking 
and proportioned image. At the beginning of 2010, we began to apply the renewed manual of 
corporate identity, which is no more than a subtle evolution of the first one, in which the symbol is 
always applied separated from the name, by way of a seal of the brand name, in the single-colour 
version – preferably black (if necessary it can be applied in white on a background of black or dark 
colours) - and is smaller than the name itself.

 

Five generic Pantone 3965 pennants were made with this renewed logo and placed in the museum’s 
entrance corridor.

Number of visitors
The number of visitors to Es Baluard over the year 2010 was 378,267, which makes for an increase 
of 16.3% in comparison to the previous year.

In the same way, the influx of visitors to the inaugurations of exhibitions in Es Baluard underwent 
a considerable increase, as the museum is turning into a social meeting place, thanks to the 
increase in the number activities, the presence of young people and the conception of Es Baluard 
as a rendezvous for art and a space for the interchange of experiences and for debating ideas.

MARKETING
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Sales strategy
As part of the sales strategy, in-depth work is being carried out on two sub-products: the sale of 
tickets and the renting-out of museum spaces.

- Ticket sales:
Annual negotiation of collaboration with travel agencies and tour operators such as TUI (creation 
of a tailored visit), Iberoservice, Travelplan, Come2mallorca.com or Hotelbeds. 

Agreements with company clubs such as those of FNAC, ACOVIS (association of shopkeepers from 
Via Sindicat in Palma) and, by way of novelties in the year 2010, the inclusion of agreements with 
companies like LKXA (“la Caixa” youth card), Aliança(insurance company) or consortiums such as 
the Institut Balear de la Joventut (youth card) with the creation of a special 3 euro entry fee for 
card holders.

Agreements with companies / hoteliers’ associations through the creation of discount cards, 
“Advantage Special Card”, personalised for each hotel and aimed at the end client, including the 
trip to the museum in weekend packages with hotels in Palma (City Breaks).

- Rental of spaces:
Agreements with agencies specialising in the organisation of events or travel agencies. In this 
regard, and for economic reasons, we provide incentives in the form of discounts for local 
companies and agencies.
 
Recruitment of direct clients (companies), such as consultancies, professional associations, 
cultural associations etc. Implantation of a policy to gain the fidelity of companies through 
discounts aimed at recurrent direct clients with the possibility of their becoming sponsors or 
patrons.

Photographic and audiovisual shoots in the museum spaces, for the most part in the outdoor 
zones (Producers Robbie Bellapart, Amazing Spaces, The Production Factory…).

Agreements with associations / NGOs / institutions to hold special charity and social functions. 

The museum joined the IMTUR Congress and Incentives consortium (from 2006) and sends out 
promotional material to specialist trade fairs (Malaga International Cultural Tourism Fair, FITUR, 
ITB...).

In 2010 the museum collaborated closely with the Spanish presidency of the EU by hosting events 
such as the Meeting of Presidents of the EU and the EU Ministerial Conference.

Other events held in 2010 were the conferences of Treball Solidari, the SuperYacht Cup prize-
giving dinner, the Formatge de Maó (Maó cheese) UIB 2010 conference-tasting session, the diploma 
ceremony for Dones Empresàries (women entrepreneurs), conference of the Regional Ministry for 
Agriculture and Fisheries, Europe Day celebration, event by Amics de la Infància, presentation 
“Palma Thursday Night Fever!” and, amongst others, the 2010 Health at Work congress.

Amics d’Es Baluard
Initiative to create fidelity and advantages for people who follow the activities and 
exhibitions of Es Baluard with most frequency. The programme of Amics d’Es Baluard 
has been developed ever since the museum was inaugurated in 2004, and was presented 
in September of that year, during the Nit de l’Art celebration. This fidelity-creation 
programme aims to dispense preferential treatment to its members in the museum, which 
maintains communication with them on-line.

As well as the renewal of the corporate identity of the museum, changes were also made 
to the Amics card, which is now Pantone 3965 colour and bears the words Amics d’Es Baluard in 
white: 

Promotion
The promotion strategies are aimed at achieving maximum diffusion of the museum and its 
activities. Notably, the actions developed by the Marketing Department include the following:

Preparation of promotional elements (pennants, posters, invitations, leaflets, etc.) for each 
exhibition. In 2010:

- Juan Uslé. “Nudos y rizomas” 
-“The sites of Latin American abstraction. Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection” 
- Dietrich Klinge. Transformations
-“In Private 2. The Unamiable Option”
- “The Murmur of the World. From Informalism to the New Abstractions, 1950-2010” 
- Pep Llambías. Septem
- Alberto García-Alix. “Lo más cerca que estuve del paraíso” 

Moreover, the department controlled the corporate image of the activities in which Es Baluard 
appeared as organiser or collaborator throughout 2010. 

Christmas installation Christmas 10/11, by Astrid Colomar, which was used for the 2010 
Christmas card along with the installation “Sanguis materna”. From the year 2008 on, Es Baluard 
has offered up its outdoor spaces as a way of promoting and supporting the present artistic 
creation of young artists from the islands, for an installation at Christmas, proposing they create 
a work on what Christmas suggests to them. 

Distribution of promotional elements in accordance with the spheres established for each one of 
said elements.

Information on each and every one of the museum’s activities by e-mail.

Relations with citizens’ associations, cultural associations, professional associations, cultural 
centres, hotels, travel agencies, etc., to publicise the museum and manage the potential visit.

Advertising to general communications media and media specialising in contemporary art.

Juan Uslé
Nudos y rizomas
29 DE GENER - 10 DE MAIG DE 2010

Amb la col·laboració de

Plaça Porta Santa Catalina, 10  -  07012  Palma    T +34 971 908 200    museu@esbaluard.org

www.esbaluard.org

6èaniversari

1 2

1

2

3

1- Summit European 
encounter 

2- European general 
directors encounter

1- New  “Amics” card

2- “Nudos y rizomas” promotional flag

3- “Llunes d’Es Baluard” poster
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Sponsorships and patronage
Since it was inaugurated, Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma has had a 
Sponsorship and Patronage programme aimed at any entities and companies that may wish to 
unite their image to the museum and in this way collaborate with culture and art, as well as 
reaffirming their commitment to a society for which culture is one of its main pillars. By becoming 
part of the Es Baluard sponsorship and patronage programme, the entity is linked to the museum 
for a determinate length of time, receiving privileged treatment and considerations of a socio-
cultural and honorary nature, depending on the category it belongs to. Over the year 2010, the 
following companies collaborated with Es Baluard and many of the actions we perform would not 
be possible without their support:

Portes 
obertes
 Avui, demÀ i els diumenges
7, 14, 21 i 28 de febrer de 2010

JuAn uslÉ 
nudos Y riZomAs
(fins Al 2 de mAig de 2010)
 

JoAnA 
vAsConCelos
gArden of eden #2
(fins Al 7 de febrer de 2010)
  

PAisAtges CreuAts
mirAdes A lA Col·leCCió 
d’es bAluArd
HelenA AlmeidA, PePe CAñAbAte, 
mAriA CArbonero, toni CAtAnY, 
Pierre gonnord, Anselm Kiefer, 
JoAquim mir, JoAn moreY, JoAquín 
sorollA...

 

noves 
AdquisiCions
Amb la col·laboració de:

www.esbaluard.org

6èaniversari

A partir de les 10.00 h
BASURAMA. SpeRMölA SoBRe RodeS
No tindràs pas un moble vell...?

A les 11.00 h
Inauguració exposició “NàUfRAgS”
Projecte a càrrec d’Isabel Castro 
amb els usuaris de la UME “Lluerna” de GESMA

De 19 a 22.00 h
PERFORMANCE ”To VIBRATe”. Mercedes Boronat 

Exposicions
els llocs de l’abstracció de l’Amèrica llatina
Col·lecció ella fontanals-Cisneros
Fins al 20 de juny

dietrich Klinge. Transformacions
Fins al 6 de juny

lou Reed. Romanticism
Exposició de fotografies de Lou Reed
Fins al 30 de maig

obres de la col·lecció d’es Baluard

©
 F

es
tiv

al
 e

m
e3

portes obertes de 10 a 22.00 h

Avui 

Dia 
Internacional 
del Museu
2010. Museus per a l’harmonia social

Plaça Porta Santa Catalina, 10  -  07012  Palma    T +34 971 908 200   museu@esbaluard.org    www.esbaluard.org

Amb la col·laboració de:

Fo
to

g
ra

fi
a:

 M
u

n
d

o
 M

o
ra

g
u

es

Plaça Porta Santa Catalina, 10  -  07012  Palma    T +34 971 908 200    museu@esbaluard.org    www.esbaluard.org

con la colaboración de

Alberto GArcíA-Alix
Lo más cerca que estuve deL paraíso
Hasta el 9 de enero de 2011

rumor del mundo: 
del informAlismo A lAs 
nuevAs AbstrAcciones, 
1950-2010
Hasta el 30 de enero de 2011

obrAs de lA colección 
de es bAluArd
Sala Miró
PicaSSo. ceráMicaS
Dona, Dona
Gabinete: DiáloGoS en la abStracción

16/10/10, El Mundo 

27/05/10, Última Hora 

1 2 3

1a entrega 
Papá Topo

fascicles 
musicals
ConCerts Col·leCCionables

n.1

Plaça Porta Santa Catalina, 10  -  07012  Palma    T +34 971 908 200
museu@esbaluard.org    www.esbaluard.org

HORARI

De dimarts a diumenge: 1/10 - 15/06 de 10 a 20,00 h i 16/06 - 30/09 de 10 a 21,00 h
Tots els divendres de juliol/agost de 10 a 24,00 h
Dilluns tancat
Terrasses exteriors: dilluns a diumenge de 8,00 a 24,00 h

TARIFES

Entrada general 6€

Entrada a exposició temporal 4€

Entrada reduïda* 4,50€

Entrada reduïda a exposició temporal** 3€

Si véns en bici 2€

Tu decideixes: els divendres, entrada a partir de 0,10€

* Dia del Museu: dimarts  |  Estudiants acreditats  |  Més de 65 anys  |  Jubilats  |  Grups  
(amb reserva prèvia)
** i per als titulars del Carnet Jove (tarifa regular)

GRATUÏTAT

Menys de 12 anys  |  Aturats  |  Amics d’Es Baluard  |  Membres de l’ICOM
Persones acreditades pel Museu: periodistes, personal docent, guies turístics i associacions 
culturals

BUS

1, 2 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,46 ,50 (bus turístic)

Exemplar Gratuït - 03/2010

4

1- 6th anniversary 
free entrance 

advertisement  

2- International 
Museum’s Day poster

3- Es Baluard 
exhibitions’ 

advertisements  

4- Fascicles Musicals 
flyer
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Communication Department

The Communication Department is in 
charge of preparing information on 
the museum for diffusion to the media, 
the Es Baluard team and potential 
visitors, via platforms such as the 
museum website, Newsletters and social 
networks. The tasks of maintenance of 
the different communication channels 
and classification and preservation of 
three of the museum’s archives – the 
newspaper library, the audiovisual 
library and the photograph library – also 
fall to the Communication Department.
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The goal of the Communication Department is to diffuse information on the museum. This being 
its purpose, its lines of action are divided up into:

- Conventional communication: media coverage of the museum
- Maintenance of the audiovisual and newspaper libraries
- New Es Baluard website (www.esbaluard.org)
- Promotion of the social networks
- Increase in elements of multimedia communication 
- Promotion of intra-communication

Conventional communication: media coverage of the museum
The inclusion of modern information tools does not mean that those seen as conventional were 
neglected during 2010. On the contrary, the Communication Department reinforced its relationship 
with local, national and international journalists. As a parallel activity, it also updated the 
database by incorporating new resources, many of them from the international sphere thanks to 
exhibitions like “The sites of Latin American Abstraction. Ella Fontanals-Cisneros collection” or 
Lou Reed. “Romanticism”. This area of action is completed by the preparation of communiqués and 
press dossier, the production of photographs and videos documenting the museum’s activity, the 
organisation and calling of press conferences, the management of interviews for the media and 
correspondence with journalists. 

Maintenance of the newspaper and photograph libraries and the audiovisual archive 
The control of Es Baluard’s information archives is based essentially on clipping – inspection of 
the daily press and the archive – and maintenance of the audiovisual material and the photograph 
library generated directly by the museum. The museum’s website and the social networks also 
have archives, but the bulk of the audiovisual and photographic information, and that which 
appears in the communications media, is still produced internally. 

New Es Baluard website (www.esbaluard.org).
Whilst 2009 was the year in which Es Baluard’s Communication Department promoted the 
museum’s presence on social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Tuenti, YouTube channels and 
Flickr, 2010 was the year of the publication of the new website, a 2.0 application, published in 
full in three languages (Catalan, Spanish and English) and adapted to the new age of on-line 
communication, with multimedia contents, a complete on-line shop and at the same time serving 
as an archive of all that has taken place in Es Baluard since it opened in 2004.

The new website, designed by the company ANID, favours more fluid and direct communication with 
potential visitors to the museum, and has all the 2.0 features. This means that it enables feedback 
between users and the museum’s Communication Department, as the coordinator of the new tool. 
This is achieved for the most part through the Blog, the contact sheet and the fact that users can 
register with www.esbaluard.org in order to be updated regularly via the  Newsletter. It also makes 
it easier for the museum team to find out what general opinion users have of Es Baluard.

Furthermore, the new website completes our communication with the media. Aware of this, we 
have included a press section in it – a place for downloading images, press dossiers, audio clips 
or even videos. In short, material that facilitates the work of reporters, material which is made 
available to them in a more fluid, swifter manner.

The Communication Department is responsible for management of the new website. More specifi-
cally, it drafts the news items and diary notes, the contents of exhibitions and activities (both edu-
cational and cultural), runs of the Blog and drafts and sends Newsletters.  

Promotion of the social networks
After the creation in 2009 of the official Es Baluard pages on Facebook, Twitter, Tuenti, Flickr 
and YouTube, 2010 was the year in which they were reinforced. On 31st December 2010, having 
exceeded the maximum limit of “friends” permitted per profile, Es Baluard had two profiles on 
Facebook, a total of 4,200 fans and 5,600 friends.

The key does not only reside in the maintenance of the different portals, posting news items, images and 
videos on them and inviting people to events, but also in exploring the possibilities of the social networks, 
communicative elements that are constantly being reinvented thanks to new applications and redesigns.

Increase in elements of multimedia communication
Aware as we are that the Internet is linked to more direct, swift languages such as image and sound 
to the detriment of others, like text, over 2010 the Communication Department has been promoting 
the creation of videos and audios related to the museum’s activities. This material is made available 
directly to the media and the general public, through the new website and the social networks. 

The opportunity this opens up of providing conferences given by curators, artists and other agents 
involved in the museum’s day-to-day running to anyone who requires it is highly attractive as it rounds 
off the information-provision possibilities. Bearing this in mind, the Communication Department 
outsourced the preparation of this material to external companies when a high level of demand called for 
this. For example, for the promotion of the exhibition Alberto García-Alix. “Lo más cerca que estuve del 
paraíso” (The closest I have ever been to paradise), one of the displays that attracted both the most public 
and the most significant response on the part of the communications media. 

All this work was not in vain. By 31st December 2010, the videos on Es Baluard’s YouTube channels 
had registered 6,158 reproductions; a significant piece of data in terms of the performance and 
potential of this tool, given the fact that the first time a video was uploaded was on 13th November 
2009, just over one year earlier.

Promotion of intra-communication
Being aware of the information Es Baluard generates and of its different departments, which are 
often out of contact for reasons of time and space, the Communication Department has devoted 
itself to the indispensable task of keeping the entire team up-to-date with the museum’s activities, 
something which had been hitherto neglected. This has been achieved mainly by concentrating 
museum intra-communication in the Communication Department and diffusing news through 
an internal Newsletter which is sent out on a weekly basis and completed with any last-minute 
information that may be generated between dispatches.

COMMUNICATION

1 32

54 6

1- “Lo más cerca que 
estuve del paraíso” 
press conference

2 and 3- “Llunes 
d’Es Baluard” press 
conference

4- Septem press 
conference

5- Es Baluard web

6- “The Sites of Latin 
American Abstraction. 
Ella Fontanals-
Cisneros Collection” 
press conference
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29/12/10, Diario de Mallorca 

22/06/10, Última Hora
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14/05/10, Última Hora 

03/01/10, www.hoyesarte.com 

05/08/10, El Mundo
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29/12/10, El Mundo 
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Administration Department

– economical information
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT 
STATEMENT 2010
Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art 
Modern i Contemporani de Palma
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
CLOSING BALANCE FOR YEAR 2010

 ASSETS Review notes 2010 2009

A) NONCURRENT ASSETS  26.154.195,47 26.197.513,52
I.  Intangible Fixed Assets 5  20.190.882,70 20.576.814,01
 1. Development   
 2. Loans  20.159.380,65 20.549.559,23
 3. Patents, licences, brands and related  21.899,52 23.686,99
 4. Source of sales   
 5. Information technology applications  9.602,53 3.567,79
 6. Other intangible assets   
II. Historical Wealth Assets 6  5.592.868,72 5.273.153,03
 1. Real estate   
 2. Archives   
 3. Libraries   
 4. Museums  5.592.868,72 5.273.153,03
 5. Moveable property   
 6. Advancements for Historical Wealth Assets   
III. Tangible Fixed Assets 5  363.851,39 340.953,82
 1. Properties and construction  104.644,42 105.120,89
 2. Technical facilities and other fixed assets  259.206,97 235.832,93
 3. Technical facilities and other fixed assets   
IV. Real Estate Investments   
 1. Properties   
 2. Constructions   
V. Long-term Investments in Group & Associated Companies   
 1. Asset management   
 2. Credits to companies   
 3. Representative value of debt   
 4. Derivatives   
 5. Other financial assets   
V. Long-term Financial Investments 7  6.592,66 6.592,66
 1. Asset management   
 2. Credits to companies   
 3. Representative value of debt   
 4. Derivatives   
 5. Other financial assets  6.592,66 6.592,66
VII. Deferred Tax Assets   

 ASSETS Review notes 2010 2009

B) CURRENT ASSETS  1.736.541,48 1.519.437,95
I. Noncurrent Assets Held for Sale   
II. Stock 8 389.641,58 342.951,45
 1. Actively traded assets  389.641,58 342.951,45
 2. Raw materials and other provisions   
 3. Products in progress   
 4. Productos acabados   
 5. Subproducts, residues and recovered materials   
 6. Advancements to suppliers   
III. Members and Other Debtors to Entity Activities 9 168.550,50 367.250,50
IV. Commercial Creditors and Other Accounts Receivable 7  416.441,51 502.444,26
 1. Sales and Service Provider Clients  128.439,10 187.642,48
 2. Clients, group & associated companies   
 3. Various debtors  128.439,10 187.642,48
 4. Personnel   
 5. Current tax assets   
 6. Other public administration credits  128.439,10 187.642,48
 7. Stock-holders (members) for required disbursement   
V. Short-term Investments in Group and Associated Companies   
 1. Asset management   
 2. Credits to companies   
 3. Representative value of debt   
 4. Derivatives   
 5. Other financial assets   
VI. Short-term Financial Investments 7  2.813,93 2.806,24
 1. Asset management   
 2. Credits to companies  8,93 1,24
 3. Representative value of debt   
 4. Derivatives   
 5. Other financial assets 11  2.805,00 2.805,00
VII. Short-term periodifications 7  59.664,99 17.865,28
VIII. Cash and Other Equivalent Liquid Assets  699.428,97 286.120,22
 1. Treasury  699.428,97 286.120,22
 2. Other equivalent liquid assets   

TOTAL ASSETS ( A + B )  27.890.736,95 27.716.951,47
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
CLOSING BALANCE FOR YEAR 2010

NET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES Review notes 2010 2009

A) NET ASSETS  27.196.666,15 27.041.495,56
 A-1) Entity Funds 7  2.172.299,91 2.117.517,85
I. Foundation Monies / Social Fund  1.530.280,12 1.530.280,12
 1. Ear-marked funds  1.530.280,12 1.530.280,12
 2. Free-use monies   
II. Reserves  587.237,73 
 1. Statuary funds   
 2. Other reserves  587.237,73 
III. Surplus from previous years   368.494,89
 1. Remaining   368.494,89
 2. (Negative surplus from previous years)   
IV. Other trustee contributions   
V. Yearly surplus 3  54.782,06 218.742,84

 A-2) Adjustments for value exchanges   
I. Financial assets to be sold   
II. Hedge operations   
III. Others   

 A-3) Subsidies, donations and bequeathals 10  25.024.366,24 24.923.977,71

B) NONCURRENT LIABILITY  4.000,00 79.000,00
I. Long-term provisions   
 1. Obligations for long-term personnel services   
 2. Environmental activities   
 3. Provisions for restructuring   
 4. Other provisions   
II. Long-term debt 7  4.000,00 79.000,00
 1. Obligations and other negotiable values   
 2. Debt with credit entities   
 3. Leasing creditors   
 4. Derivatives   
 5. Other financial liability  4.000,00 79.000,00
III. Debt owed to group and associated companies   
IV. Tax-deferred liability   
V. Long-term periodifications   

NET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES Review notes 2010 2009

C) CURRENT LIABILITIES   690.070,80 596.455,91
I. Liabilities related to noncurrent assets held for sale  
II. Short-term provisions   
III. Short-term debt   
 1. Obligations and other negotiable values   
 2. Debt with credit entities   
 3. Leasing creditors   
 4. Derivados   
 5. Other financial liability   
IV. Debt owed to group and associated companies   
V. Beneficiaries-Creditors   
VI. Commercial Creditors and Other Accounts Receivable 7  690.045,80 596.430,91
 1. Suppliers  431.230,33 438.639,98
 2. Suppliers, group and associated companies   
 3. Various creditors  207.245,03 115.507,22
 4. Personnel (payment pending)   
 5. Current taxable liability   
 6. Other public administration debt  51.570,44 42.283,71
 7. Advancements to clients   
VII. Short-term periodifications 7  25,00 25,00

TOTAL NET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ( A + B + C )  27.890.736,95 27.716.951,47
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDING 31 DEC 2010

    (Debit) Side
   Note 2010 2009

A) ONGOING OPERATIONS   
1. Museum earning based on in-house activities  2.350.876,95 2.910.332,58
 a) Fees from members and affiliates  10.825,07 14.100,28
 b) Revenue from promotions, sponsors and collaborators  2.340.051,88 2.896.232,30
 c) Subsidies, donations and bequeathals imputed at year end   
 d) Withdrawal of subsidies, donations and bequeathals   
2. Monetary and Other Grants awarded   
 a) Monetary awards   
 b) Government expenses and for collaborations   
 c) Withdrawals of grants and allocated funds   
3. Net amount from business operations  196.536,02 227.139,96
 a) Sales  196.536,02 227.139,96
 b) Services provided   
4. Inventory exchange for products finished and in process of manufacture   
5. Work performed by the museum on its assets   
6. Supplies 13  -79.489,83 -56.226,05
 a) Consumption of goods  -79.489,83 -56.226,05
 b) Consumption of raw materials and other consumer goods   
 c) Work performed by other companies   
 d) Write-down on goods, raw materials and other supplies   
7. Other profitable Revenue  92.457,83 136.891,71
 a) Ancillary and other customary Revenue  92.457,83 136.891,71
 b) Year-end profit subsidies from commercial activity         
 a la actividad mercantil   
8. Personnel expenses 13  -853.206,63 -836.796,56
 a) Wages, salaries and pay  --667.409,39 -641.493,12
 b) Social welfare benefits  -185.797,24 -195.303,44
 c) Supplies   
9. Other Profit Expenses  --1.639.994,41 -2.145.330,81
 a) External services 13  -1.637.000,29 -2.138.826,01
 b) Taxes  -2.655,34 -6.422,06
 c) Losses, write-down on supply change for commercial operations   
 d) Other customary expenses  -338,78 -82,74
10. Depreciation of Assets 5  -414.039,29 -415.235,91
11. Allocation of non-financial and other assets 10  398.881,76 400.078,38
12. Surplus Supplies   
13. Write-down and Results from Alienation Assets   
 a) Write-down and losses   
 b) Alienations and other outcomes   

    (Debit) Side
   Note 2010 2009

A.1) PROFIT OUTCOMES (1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12+13)  52.022,40 220.853,30
14. Financial Revenue  3.105,72 6.506,75
 a) From participation in asset management   
  a1)In group and associated companies   
  a2) In third-party entities   
 b) From negotiable values and other financial instruments  3.105,72 6.506,75
  b1)In group and associated companies   
  b2) In third-party entities  3.105,72 6.506,75
15. Financial expenses  -129,49 -8.337,14
 a) From debt to group and associated companies   
 b) From debt to third-party entities  -8.337,14 -2.022,46
 c) From supply updates   
16. Change in reasonable cost of financial instruments   
 a) Trade portfolio and other   
 b) Year-end imputation for sellable financial assets   
17. Exchange differences  -216,57 -280,07
18. Write-down and outcome of alienation of financial instruments   
 a) Write-down and losses   
 b) Alienations and other outcomes   

A.2) FINANCIAL RESULT (14+15+16+17+18)  2.759,66 -2.110,46

A.3) RESULT BEFORE TAXES (A.1 + A.2)  54.782,06 218.742,84
19. Tax on Revenue 12  

A.4) YEAR-END RESULT FROM ONGOING OPERATIONS (A.3 + 19)  54.782,06 218.742,84

B) INTERRUPTED OPERATIONS    
20. Year-end result from net interrupted operations  

A.5) YEAR-END RESULT (A.4 + 20)  54.782,06 218.742,84
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
STATE OF CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FOR YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2010

   Ear-Marked  Surplus from Period Subsidies, 
   foundation Funds previous surplus donations and TOTAL 
     periods  bequeathals 
       received 

A) BALANCE, END OF 2008 1.530.280,12  14.255,44 354.239,45 24.576.784,02 26.475.559,03
I. Adjustments for changes in 2007 and earlier criteria.      
 II. Adjustments for 2007 and earlier errors.      

B. ADJUSTED BALANCE, START OF 2009 1.530.280,12  14.255,44 354.239,45 24.576.784,02 26.475.559,03
 I. Result of the profit and loss account    218.742,84  218.742,84
 II. Revenue and expenses reflected in net assets     347.193,69 347.193,69
 III. Trustee operations      
  1. Increase in foundation monies      
  2. (-) Reductions in foundation monies      
  3. Other operation with trustees      
 IV. Other changes in net assets   354.239,45 -354.239,45  

C. BALANCE, END OF 2009 1.530.280,12  368.494,89 218.742,84 24.923.977,71 27.041.495,56
 I. Adjustments for changes in 2008 criteria 2009      
 II. Adjustments for 2008 errors 2009      

D. ADJUSTED BALANCE, START OF 2010 1.530.280,12  368.494,89 218.742,84 24.923.977,71 27.041.495,56
 I. Result of the profit and losses account    54.782,06  54.782,06
 II. Revenue and expenses reflected in net assets     100.388,53 100.388,53
 III. Trustee operations      
  1. Increase in foundation monies      
  2. (-) Reductions in foundation monies      
  3. Other operation with trustees      
 IV. Other changes in net assets  587.237,73 -368.494,89 -218.742,84  

E. FINAL BALANCE 2009 1.530.280,12 587.237,73  54.782,06 25.024.366,24 27.196.666,15
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
LIQUIDATION OF EXPENSE BUDGET. 2010 ACTIVITY

    BUDGETARY EXPENSES  
 
 EPIGRAPHS BUDGETED ACTUAL DIFFERENCE 
 
FUNCTIONING OPERATIONS     
1. Monetary and other awards:     
 a) Monetary awards     
 b) Government and collaboration expenses     
2. Profit consumption 206.000,00  79.489,83  -126.510,17 
3. Personnel expenses 920.000,00  853.206,63  -66.793,37 
4. Monies for leasing of assets 419.000,00  414.039,29  -4.960,71 
5. Other expenses 1.749.216,00  1.639.994,41  -109.221,59 
6. Change in activities’ supplies and losses in receivable credits    
7. Financial expenses and assumed expenses 11.000,00  346,06  -10.653,94 
8. Non usual expenses     
9. Association taxes    

TOTAL EXPENSES FOR FUNCTIONING OPERATIONS 3.305.216,00  2.987.076,22  -318.139,78 

FUNDS OPERATIONS     
1. Decrease in subsidies, donations, bequeathals 
of capital and others 404.000,00  398.881,76  -5.118,24 
2. Increase in assets: 535.500,00  424.812,33  -110.687,67 
 a) Expenses for origination and formalisation of debt     
 b) Historic Wealth Assets 425.000,00  319.715,69  -105.284,31 
 c) Tangible fixed assets 86.500,00  72.096,2  -14.403,74 
 d) Intangible fixed assets 24.000,00  33.000,38  9.000,38 
 e) Fixed financial assets     
3. Increase in stock  46.690,13 46.690,13  
4. Increase in financial investments  7,69 7,69  
5. Increase in treasury  413.308,75 413.308,75  
6. Increase in functioning capital     
7. Decrease in risk and expense supplies      
8. Decrease in debt  75.000,00 75.000,00 

TOTAL FUNDS OPERATIONS EXPENSES 939.500,00  1.358.700,66  419.200,66 
TOTAL BUDGETARY EXPENSES 4.244.716,00  4.345.776,88  101.060,88 

Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
LIQUIDATION OF EARNINGSS BUDGET. FISCAL YEAR 2010

    BUDGETARY EARNINGS   
 
 EPIGRAPHS BUDGETED ACTUAL DIFFERENCE 
 
FUNCTIONING OPERATIONS     
1. Income from Entity’s activities: 2.456.850,00  2.350.876,95  -105.973,05  
a) Fees from members and affiliates 15.000,00  10.825,07  -4.174,93  
b) Earnings from promotions, sponsors and collaborations 2.441.850,00  2.340.051,88  -101.798,12  
c) Subsidies, donations and bequeathals imputed at year end     
2. Sales and other earnings from ordinary activities 286.000,00  196.536,02  -89.463,98  
3. Other earnings 143.366,00  92.457,83  -50.908,17  
4. Financial earnings   3.105,72 3.105,72  
5. Non usual earnings 412.000,00 400.078,38 -11.921,62  

TOTAL FUNCTIONING OPERATIONS EARNINGS 3.290.216,00  3.041.858,28  -248.357,72      

FUNDS OPERATIONS     
1. Contributions from founders and associates     
2. Increase in subsidies, donations, capital bequeathals 
and others.  535.500,00  499.270,29  -36.229,71  
3. Decrease in assets 419.000,00  468.130,38  49.130,38  
a) Expenses from establishing and formalizing debt      
b) Historic Wealth Assets     
c) Tangible fixed assets 49.000,00  49.198,69  198,69  
d) Intangible fixed assets  370.000,00  418.931,69  48.931,69  
e) Fixed financial assets     
4. Decrease in stock     
5. Decrease in financial investments     
6. Decrease in treasury     
7. Decrease in functioning capital  336.517,93 336.517,93  
8. Increase in risk and expense supplies                     
9. Increase in debt  75.000,00 75.000,00              

TOTAL FUNDS OPERATIONS EARNING 954.500,00  1.303.918,60  349.418,60      
TOTAL BUDGETARY EARNINGS 4.244.716,00  4.345.776,88  101.060,88       
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Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma
BUDGET DISTRIBUTION BY PROGRAMS. FISCAL YEAR 2010

 BUDGETARY EXPENSES    

 Functioning operations Funds operations Total budgetary expenses 
   
PROGRAMS BUDGETED ACTUAL BUDGETED ACTUAL BUDGETED ACTUAL 
Ordinary Activity 2.440.100,00  2.391.812,86  511.500,00  1.037.534,97  2.951.600,00  3.429.347,83 
Permanent Collection 107.200,00  58.023,72  428.000,00  321.165,69  535.200,00  379.189,41 
Expositions 610.616,00  415.463,42    610.616,00  415.463,42 
Conferences 21.000,00  10.811,80    21.000,00  10.811,80 
Workshops 24.300,00  19.185,55    24.300,00  19.185,55 
Other Programs 91.000,00  91.432,81    91.000,00  91.432,81 

TOTAL ACTIVITIES 3.294.216,00  2.986.730,16  939.500,00  1.358.700,66  4.233.716,00  4.345.430,82 
Financial Operations 11.000,00  346,06    11.000,00  346,06 

TOTAL OTHER 
ACTIVITIES 11.000,00  346,06    11.000,00  346,06 
GENERAL TOTAL 3.305.216,00  2.987.076,22  939.500,00  1.358.700,66  4.244.716,00  4.345.776,88 

  BUDGETARY EXPENSES                 

 Functioning operations Funds operations Total budgetary expenses 
   
PROGRAMS BUDGETED ACTUAL BUDGETED ACTUAL BUDGETED ACTUAL 
Activities 3.290.216,00  3.038.752,56  954.500,00  1.303.918,60  4.244.716,00  4.342.671,16 

TOTAL ACTIVITIES 3.290.216,00  3.038.752,56  954.500,00  1.303.918,60  4.244.716,00  4.342.671,16 
Financial Operations  3.105,72    3.105,72 

TOTAL OTHER 
ACTIVITIES  3.105,72    3.105,72 

GENERAL TOTAL 3.290.216,00  3.041.858,28  954.500,00  1.303.918,60  4.244.716,00  4.345.776,88 
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Annual report 2010

Note 1. Activity of the entity
The Foundation for Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma was created as a non-
profit cultural foundation in accordance with Law of Foundations 50/02 of the 26th of December and the 
Decree 45/1998 on the creation and regulation of the exclusive register of foundations of the Autonomous 
Community of the Balearic Islands, of the 14th of April, and the organisation of the execution of the Pro-
tectorate, of the 30th of July of 2003, with authority to operate for an indefinite period of time.

The museum is housed in the Bastion of Sant Pere in the city of Palma and its functional territory extends 
to include all the Balearic Islands.

According to the regulatory Statutes, the Foundation’s objective is to sustain, conserve, exhibit and promo-
te the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Palma, and the works of art from the Serra Collection, 
the set of artwork given by other founders and those that are acquired or by any agreement possessed by 
the Foundation.  This care is to be extended to new acquisitions that may be made at any time. Indeed, the 
foundational objective includes the acquisition and possession of any order of assets. 

In order to develop the foundational objective properly, the Foundation conducts the following activities, 
among others:
a) The organisation of art work exhibitions and the production of special expositions that comple-
ment the collection, the set and the other works of art that the Foundation might possess.
b) All activities necessary or favourable to the sustainment, conservation, exhibition and public promotion 
of the museum and works of art in general. 
c) The realisation of educational activities and cultural demonstrations, conferences, publications, and 
complementary activities or others similar to those mentioned. 
d) The direct or contracted management of rooms, shop, library, restaurant, café and all other spaces per-
taining to the museum.  
The beneficiary of the activities mentioned is anyone who enjoys them. 
   
Nota 2. Guidelines for the presentation of annual financial statements
1) Accurate Image: 
a) The annual financial statements have been prepared based on the accounting registers of the Foun-
dation for Es Baluard Museum d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, having been applied all 
current legal accounting measures in order to offer an accurate picture of the assets, the financial 
situation and the surpluses of the Entity. 

As of the date of emission of the following financial statements, the new sector adaptation to the Ge-
neral Plan for Non-Profit Entities had not yet been approved. According to the current regulations, 
the information required in earlier years has been provided as well as the information newly requi-
red by the Royal Decree 1515/2007 by which the General Accounting Plan for Small and Medium-
Sized Businesses and the specific criteria for micro-companies were approved. 
Although the Entity is not obliged to provide normal annual financial statements, in order to faci-
litate a clear understanding of its financial situation, the following balance and detailed account 
results are hereby presented.

b) The lack of outstanding reasons for which, in order to provide an accurate image, certain legal 
accounting measures have not been applied. 
c) Complementary information: Lack of complementary information.

2. Accounting principles: 
The principles and accounting criteria utilized in generating these annual financial statements are 
those outlined in Note 4. All the obligatory accounting principles that apply to the assets, the finan-
cial situation and the results have been duly applied.
  

3. Aspects critical of the valuing and estimation of uncertainties:
No known critical aspects.    
4. Comparison of information: 
a) The structure of the balance, the profit and loss account and state of change in net assets are 
identical to the previous year’s. 
b) No causes that prevent a comparison of this year’s annual financial statements to last year’s. 
c) The amounts from the previous year have not changed. 
No comparative information is presented on the postponements of payment made to suppliers as 
the current annual accounts are classified as initial to this exclusive end.
  
5. Elements collected in different items.
There are no elements gathered under different items in the current year. 
Throughout the year, works of art have been acquired on assignment and year-end balances are 
reported in the following epigraphs, according to their expiration: 
-Noncurrent liability – Long-term debt: Other financial liabilities = 75.000,00 €. 
“-Current liability –Commercial creditors and other accounts receivable: Various creditors = 
75.000,00 €. “

6. Changes in accounting criteria. 
No changes to accounting criteria. 

7. Correction of errors. 
No correction of errors. 

Note 3. Yearly surplus 
The proposal for the use of the 2009 yearly surplus is as follows:  

 2010 2009
Distribution base   
Yearly surplus 54.782,06 218.742,84
Remaining  368.494,89
Voluntary reserves  
Reserves  

 TOTAL  54.782,06 587.237,73

Distribution  
To foundation monies / social fund  
To remaining  
To special reserves  
To voluntary reserves  54.782,06 587.237,73
To compensate negative surplus from previous years  
To negative surplus from previous years  

 TOTAL  54.782,06 587.237,73

Note 4. Rules for registry and valuation 
The principal rules of valuation used by the Entity in the elaboration of the annual financial statements 
for the year 2009, according to those established by the General Accounting Plan, are the following:

1) Immobilitzat intangible:
The assets items contained herein are non-monetary assets that cannot be physically touched but that 
have a measureable economic value. They are initially recognized for their acquisition power. Eventual 
acquisitions without consideration become assets for their taxable value or sale value. Asset assign
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ment operations, whether lifetime or temporary, are appraised at their measured taxable or sale value, 
according to the rules established by the Estate Duty and Stamp Tax and Death Duty. They are later 
appraised at a lower price according to the accumulated depreciation, calculated as a function of their 
lifetime use and the eventual losses for write-down.
The grounds entitled «Baluard of Sant Pere» have been appraised according to the criteria applied by 
the City Hall of Palma. As for the museum building, ceded to the Foundation in 2004 by the Consortium 
Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art of Palma, has been registered for the value of its construction 
at  16.9 million euros. 

The intangible fixed assets with indefinite lifetime value do not depreciate. 
The annual amount for depreciation is calculated with a lineal model representing estimated useful life 
of the different depreciable assets from the beginning of its activity, which is as follows:
Elements included as assignment items depreciate during the assignment period; however, if this period 
is greater than the useful life of the material elements, the estimated useful material life will be used.

  estimated useful life (yrs)
Assignments  99 
Industrial and intellectual property 5 
Information technology applications 3 

2) Assets integral to Historical Wealth
Given that the social mission of the Foundation is inextricably linked to the museum of the same 
name, it has been deemed appropriate to use this item to reflect investments in the works that are 
property of the Foundation. Therefore, all information in the presentation of accounting status that 
makes reference to Historical Wealth Assets should be understood as Museum Works.
The appraisal criteria are the same as for material fixed assets. Given that these assets are not 
depreciable, depreciation amounts are not applied. Neither have write-down losses been applied.

3)Tangible fixed assets:
The different items that are tangible fixed assets are accounted for based on the price of their acquisi-
tion, construction, refurbishment or improvement. Acquisitions without consideration are appraised at 
their taxable value or sale value.
The annual depreciation amount is calculated, for depreciable elements, with a lineal model represen-
ting estimated useful life of the different assets, which begins at the moment the assets begins to func-
tion and the beginning of its activity, which is as follows:

  estimated useful life (yrs)
Constructions 33 
Other facilities and installations 10 
Furnishings 10 
Information processing equipment 5 
Other material assets 10 

4) Real estate investments.
No real estate investments.

5) Barter
No barter.

6) Financial assets and liabilities:
The financial instruments registered by the Entity at year-end closing always correspond to items 
valued at the depreciated cost. 

Financial assets.
Financial assets are reflected in the current balance upon their acquisition and initial registration at 

reasonable cost, which generally includes costs of operation. Financial assets held by the Entity are 
classified as:
- Loans and accounts receivable: These correspond to credits (commercial or non-commercial) origi-

nated by the Entity in exchange for the management of assets or services, the payments for which 
are set at a fixed or fixable price and are not negotiated in an open market. Subsequently they are 
appraised at their depreciated cost recognizing in the results sheet the accumulated interested ac-
cording to the effective interest rate. Credits transacted in foreign currency are converted to Euros 
at the closing exchange rate. The losses accrued through write-down are figured in regards to the 
risk presented by the possibility of insolvency.

- Collateral down: Collateral offered for operational leases and service provision. The difference 
between their reasonable cost and the disbursement amount is considered to be payment ahead of 
time for the lease or service.

- Investments in the assets of the group, multi-group and associate companies: These investments 
are initially valued at cost, which is equivalent to the reasonable cost of the consideration perfor-
med plus the directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequently, they are valued for their cost 
minus the amount accumulated by the valuation corrected for write-down.

- Financial assets available for sale: These values represent debt and other companies’ asset ins-
truments. They are initially valued at their reasonable cost, including an amount equivalent to the 
value of preferential subscriptions or similar considerations that may be acquired. Later, they are 
valued at their reasonable vale without deducting transaction costs incurred through sale. Any 
changes produced in the reasonable cost are registered directly in the net assets until the financial 
assets causes a drop in the balance or incurs a write-down, in which case the amount will figure 
in the profit and loss report.

Write-down correction values.
Upon objective evidence at year-end close that an investment’s book value can no longer be recove-
red, any necessary value corrections are made accordingly. 
The corrective amount is the difference in the financial asset’s book value and the recoverable 
amount. The recoverable amount is understood to be the greater of the reasonable cost minus the 
sale costs and the current value of the future cash flow derived from the investment.
 Write-down correction values and, if follows, their reversion values, are registered accordingly as 
an expense or as earnings in the profit and loss account. The reversion is limited to the financial 
asset’s book value. 

Specifically, at year-end close, objective evidence that the value of a credit (or a group of credits with 
similar risk factors that can be valued collectively) has been written-down as the result of one of 
more events that occurred after its initial assumption and that have caused a reduction or a delay 
in the estimated cash flows to be received in the future and could be the source of insolvency on the 
part of the debtor will be duly noted.
The write-down loss will be the difference between the book value and real value of the future cash 
flows estimated to be received, subtracted from the rate of liquidity calculated upon its initial as-
sumption.

Financial liabilities. Classified as:
- Debt and accounts payable: Charges (commercial or non-commercial) accrued by the Entity in ex-

change for the direct acquisition of assets or services, the payments for which are set at a fixed or 
fixable price and are not negotiated in an open market. Subsequently they are appraised at their de-
preciated cost recognizing in the results sheet the accumulated interested according to the effective 
interest rate. 

- Credits transacted in foreign currency are converted to Euros at the closing exchange rate.
- Commercial charges do not generate interest explicitly and are registered as nominal. 
- Collateral collected: Collateral for operational leases and service provision. The difference between 

their reasoned value and the disbursement amount is considered to be payment ahead of time for 
the lease or service.
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Criteria used in the release of financial assets and liabilities.
The Entity applies the principles outlined in the General Accounting Plan to release financial assets 
and liabilities.
A financial asset is released when, due to an operation’s economic circumstances, there is a signifi-
cant transfer or risks and benefits to owning the assets. In the cases in which an asset is released, the 
difference between the net consideration received from the costs attributable to the transaction and 
the measurable value of the asset will be recorded in the profit and loss account. 
Financial liabilities are released when the conditions that have created the liability expire.

7) Credits not derived from activities:
No credits not derived from activities.

8) Stock:
Stock is valued at price of acquisition or cost of production. Corrective valuations have not been made. 

9) Transactions in foreign currency:
Tangible and intangible fixed assets. The conversion to Euros is made by applying the exchange rate valid 
for the day the asset is incorporated to the price paid for its acquisition.
The conversion to Euros for the payment of debt accrued in foreign currency is made by applying the 
exchange rate valid for the day the operation is effected, generating a positive or negative change in 
the figure which is calculated accordingly as revenue or expenses. As of 31 December there is no debt 
in foreign currency.

10) Profit tax:
No deferred-tax assets or liabilities due to the special fiscal regulations for non-profit entities.

11) Revenue and expenses:
The criteria for  recording revenue and expenses follow the valuation rules established within the 
conceptual framework of the General Accounting Plan approved by Royal Decree 1515/2007. 

12) Provisions and contingencies:
No provisions and contingencies.

13) subsidies, donations and bequeathals:
Assets received though subsidies, donations and bequeathals are appraised for their taxable value or 
sale value, with the market value as the limit, as long as they are considered non-reintegrable. If there 
are assignments for use, in addition to the values mentioned, the corrections established by the fiscal 
regulation (ITPIAJD/ISID) are applied. They are accounted for as «Net assets» and are recorded as 
results as per the depreciation of the asset received or the asset financed by the subsidies, donations 
or bequeathals.
If an assignment is made for a concrete purpose, it is imputed as results as per the purpose named, 
and in case there is no assignment made for a concrete purpose, it is recorded as revenues for the 
period in which it is made.

Note 5. Tangible fixed assets, excluding historical wealth assets
The make-up of this epigraph and the movements in different accounts for this period are as follows:

Costs 2010 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final
Intangible fixed assets 22.779.022,71  33.000,38  54.091,09  22.757.932,00

  Right to use Baluard de Sant Pere 1.494.280,12 0,00 0,00 1.494.280,12

  Right to use Es Baluard Museum 16.949.167,85 0,00 0,00 16.949.167,85

  Temporary assignments of artwork 4.233.677,34  17.861,38  54.091,09  4.197.447,63

  Other intangible fixed assets 101.897,40  15.139,00  0,00  117.036,40

Tangible fixed assets 589.492,05  72.096,26  0,00  661.588,31

  Grounds and constructions 115.233,56  3.038,60  0,00  118.272,16

  Other tangible fixed assets 474.258,49  69.057,66  0,00  543.316,15

TOTALS 23.368.514,76  105.096,64  54.091,09  23.419.520,31

Costs 2009 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final
Intangible fixed assets 22.660.288,14  414.213,32  295.478,75  22.779.022,71

 Right to use Es Baluard de Sant Pere 1.494.280,12 0,00 0,00 1.494.280,12

  Right to use Es Baluard Museum 16.949.167,85 0,00 0,00 16.949.167,85

  Temporary assignments of artwork  4.116.405,27  412.750,82  295.478,75  4.233.677,34

  Other intangible fixed assets 100.434,90  1.462,50  0,00  101.897,40

Tangible fixed assets 556.426,49  33.065,56  0,00  589.492,05

  Grounds and constructions 115.233,56  0,00  0,00  115.233,56

  Other tangible fixed assets 441.192,93  33.065,56  0,00  474.258,49

TOTALS 23.216.714,63  447.278,88  295.478,75  23.368.514,76

The releases recorded in «Temporary assignments of artwork» reflect the return of artwork upon 
expiration of the period for which they were ceded to the Foundation.

    Amortización    
Acumulada 2010 Saldo Inicial Adiciones Bajas Saldo Final
Intangible fixed assets 2.202.208,70  364.840,60  0,00  2.567.049,30

  Right to use Es Baluard de Sant Pere 90.945,18  15.157,53  0,00  106.102,71

  Right to use Es Baluard Museum 2.036.620,90  338.791,34  0,00  2.375.412,24

  Temporary assignments of artwork 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

  Other intangible fixed assets 74.642,62  10.891,73  0,00  85.534,35

Tangible fixed assets 248.538,23  49.198,69  0,00  297.736,92

  Grounds and constructions 10.112,67  3.515,07  0,00  13.627,74

  Other tangible fixed assets 238.425,56  45.683,62  0,00  284.109,18

TOTALS 2.450.746,93  414.039,29  0,00  2.864.786,22

    Amortización    
Acumulada 2009 Saldo Inicial Adiciones Bajas Saldo Final
Intangible fixed assets 1.832.909,00  369.299,70  0,00  2.202.208,70

  Right to use Es Baluard de Sant Pere 75.787,65  15.157,53  0,00  90.945,18

  Right to use Es Baluard Museum 1.697.217,81  339.403,09  0,00  2.036.620,90

  Temporary assignments of artwork 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

  Other intangible fixed assets 59.903,54  14.739,08  0,00  74.642,62

Tangible fixed assets 202.602,02  45.936,21  0,00  248.538,23

  Grounds and constructions 6.655,66  3.457,01  0,00  10.112,67

  Other tangible fixed assets 195.946,36  42.479,20  0,00  238.425,56

TOTALS 2.035.511,02  415.235,91  0,00  2.450.746,93

Artwork on assignment is insured at all times.
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Note 6. Historic wealth assets
Detailing of the Museum works, property of the Foundation, as follows: 

Costs 2010 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final
Museo 5.273.153,03  319.715,69  0,00  5.592.868,72

Costs 2009 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final
Museo 4.547.980,62  725.172,41  0,00  5.273.153,03

These assets do not depreciate.

 
Note 7. Financial instruments 
1. Information about the relevancy of financial instruments to the company’s financial situation and  
results. 
a) Categories of financial assets and liabilities. The book value for each category of the financial 
assets and liabilities indicated in the registry rules and sixth valuation, according to the following 
structure:
   a1) Financial assets, excepting investments in the group, multi-group and associated companies’ 
assets.
See Annex 3.
No corrections for depreciation in value caused by credit risk.
   a2) Financial liabilities.
See Annex 3.
At the close of the year 2010, the entity had arranged no credit transactions with financial institutions.
At year-end close 2009, the Entity held a line of credit with the Mediterranean Savings & Loan (Caja de 
Ahorros del Mediterráneo) with a limit de 150,0 thousand Euros and another with the Caixa de Pen-
sions de Barcelona with a limit of 200,0 thousand Euros. As of 31 December 2009 neither was in use. 

b) Classification of expirations
The classifications for expiration of the Entity’s financial liabilities are detailed in the following 
chart:
 Year 2010 Year 2009
 Amount  Expiration  Amount Expiration
Long-term debt   75.000,00 2 any
Other financial liabilities 4.000,00 + 5 anys 4.000,00 + 5 anys
Commercial creditors and other accounts payable   
Suppliers 431.230,33  1 any  438.639,98  1 any
Other creditors 207.245,03  1 any  157.790,93  1 any
Short-term periodifications 25,00 1 any 25,00 1 any

c) Information on postponements of payment made to suppliers. Additional third clause. “Duty to 
provide information” in Law 15/2010, of 5th July.
The amount of the balance pending payment to suppliers, which has been postponed for longer 
than the legal period of payment at the close of the year, is: 51,584.16 €.

2. Entity Funds
No pending disbursements from the Social Fund.
There are no specific restrictions on the availability of Reserves.
See movements of Entity Funds in the State of Chance of Net Assets.

Nota 8. Stock
Museum Shop assets. There are no steadfast agreements applicable to the stock, nor limitations on its 
availability to the Foundation.
There are no items recorded at a fixed amount nor any type of seizures.

Note 9. Members and other debtors to entity activities
The breakdown of item D.III of the asset balance for the year is:

Year 2010 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final    
Public Sector 367.250,50 2.797.350,00 2.996.050,00 168.550,50    

Private Sector 0,00 2.200,00 2.200,00 0,00    

   367.250,50 2.799.550,00 2.998.250,00 168.550,50    

Year 2009 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final    
Public Sector 249.500,00 3.291.000,00 3.173.249,50 367.250,50    

Private Sector 600,00 32.600,00 33.200,00 0,00    

   250.100,00 3.323.600,00 3.206.449,50 367.250,50    

Note 10. Subsidies, donations and bequeathals 
The subsidies, donations and bequeathals received by the Foundation have registered the following 
movement:
Balance Items
Relative to awards meant to subsidise asset items. 

Year 2010 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final     
Public Sector 21.194.612,49 1.187.515,70 398.881,76 21.983.246,43 

Private Sector 3.729.365,22 17.861,38 706.106,79 3.041.119,81   

TOTALS 24.923.977,71 1.205.377,08 1.104.988,55 25.024.366,24    

Year 2009 Balance Initial Additions Releases Balance Final  
Public Sector 20.964.690,87 630.000,00 400.078,38 21.194.612,49 

Private Sector 3.612.093,15 412.750,82 295.478,75 3.729.365,22   

TOTALS 24.576.784,02 1.042.750,82 695.557,13 24.923.977,71    

Almost the entire amount granted in subsidies from the Public Sector was awarded by the Government 
of the Balearic Islands, the Council of the Island of Menorca and the City Hall of Palma. The Founda-
tion has complied with all the conditions stipulated by the subsidies received from different entities.

Items from the Results Sheet
Relative to items classified as revenues from the Entity’s activities and the imputation of subsidies 
for non-financial tangible fixed assets.  Revenue Revenue
Entities Year 2010 Year 2009
tor Public Sector (Subsidies transferred to results) 398.881,76 400.078,38
Total  398.881,76 400.078,38

Note 11. Operations with related parties
During this year a payment was made by the Consortium of the Museum of Modern and Contempo-
rary Art of Palma; the balance pending at 31/12/2009 and 31/12/2010 was 2,805.00 €. 

Note 12. Fiscal situation
The Foundation properly communicated its petition for the option to apply the special fiscal regu-
lations for non-profit entities. 
The application of this special regulation stipulates compliance with the conditions and requirements 
outlined in article 3 of the Law 49/2002 for that year during every period for which the status granted. 
100% of the income obtained is derived from exempt income (art.6 L.49/2002) and exempt economic 
operations (art.7 L.49/2002), as can be corroborated in the Economic Report (Note 21), thereby esta-
blishing a null taxable base as regards corporation tax. 
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Computation of the accountable result and the taxable base for Corporation Tax  
 2010 2009
Year surplus before taxes 54.782,06 218.742,84
Permanent differences 54.782,06 218.742,84
Temporary differences 0,00 0,00
Taxable base 0,00 0,00
Fee amount (integral) on taxable base before assessment  0,00 0,00
Fiscal deductions applied 0,00 0,00
Fee amount  (liquid) not subject to assessment (liquid) 0,00 0,00
Retentions and accounts on account 0,00 0,00
Public Treasury debtor/creditor for Corporation Tax 0,00 0,00

Note 13. Revenue and expenses
- Expenses for asset management (permanent collection): 
  Ex. 2010 Ex. 2009
 External services: 58.023,72 64.225,09
  58.023,72 64.225,09
- Breakdown of the Monetary Awards items:
No monetary awards.
- Breakdown of the Supplies items:
  Yr. 2010 Yr. 2009
 Purchases 126.179,96 96.371,19
 Variation in stock -46.690,13 -40.145,14
  79.489,83 56.226,05
- Breakdown in the social welfare benefits items: 
  Yr. 2010 Yr. 2009
 Social security paid by the company 185.797,24 195.303,44

- Breakdown of the change in the activities’ supplies items:
No change in the activities’ supplies.
- The item for revenue from promotions, sponsors and collaborators, as well as derivatives from 
subsidies, donations and bequeathals from Entity activity have been designated in their entirety to 
the sustainment, conservation, exposition and promotion of the Museum.
- Breakdown of revenue and expenses corresponding to ordinary commercial activity.
Although the revenues derived from museum admission are classified in the profit and loss account 
as Sales and other revenue from commercial activity, given Foundation’s social mission, for these 
purposes they are considered to be a non-profit activity. 
 
Year 2010 Revenue Expenses Result
Store 104.440,14 114.417,83 -9.977,69
Conferences and seminars 4.920,00 10.811,80 -5.891,80
   
Year 2009 Revenue Expenses Result
Store 105.157,63 94.728,50 10.429,13
Conferences and seminars 5.450,00 18.493,35 -13.043,35

- Average number of employees:   
 Year 2010 Year 2009  
Category Women Men Women Men 
Management 1 0 1 0 
Administration 0 3 0 3 
Other services 16 7 16 6 
Total 17 10 17 9 
The honoraries paid for the 2009 yearly audit total 9.850,00 €, without tax.

Note 14. Asset items affected by commercial activities 
Asset items affected by commercial activities, taking into account what is explained in Note 13 
above, include the following:
  Yr. 2010 Yr. 2009
 Stock 389.641,58 342.951,45

Note 15. Use of asset items for entity’s purposes
The relationship of assets and rights by which the foundational monies are materialized and those 
linked directly to the achievement of the foundation’s own purposes are the subject of the attached 
inventory. The only asset item not directly related to non-profit activity is the item addressed in 
Note 14.
The allocation of revenue and profits employed in the realisation of the foundational purposes is 
detailed in Annexes  1a, 1b and 1c, which form an integral part of this note. 

Note 16. Other information 
- Changes in the composition of the Board of Trustees:  
The members that compose the Board of Trustees as of 31 December 2010 are:  
On behalf of the Government of the Balearic Islands:  

Rt. Hon. Mr. Francesc Antich Oliver  
Hon. Mr. Bartomeu Llinàs Ferrà
Hon. Ms. Sra. Joana Maria Barceló Martí  

On behalf of the Council of Majorca:
Rt. Hon. Ms. Francina Armengol Socías   
Hon. Mr. Joan Font Massot 
Hon. Ms. Isabel Maria Oliver Sagreras

On behalf of City Hall of Palma:
Rt. Hon. Ms. Aina Calvo Sastre 
Rt. Hon. Ms. Nanda M. Ramon Tous  
Rt. Hon. Ms.Cristina Cerdó Capellà

On behalf of the Serra Art Foundation:
Rt. Hon. Mr. Pere A. Serra Bauzà
Ms. Carmen Serra Magraner
Mr. Rogelio Araújo Gil
  

No authorities granted by the Protectorate and/or solicited and pending approval as of year-end close. 
- Loans and credits to members of the Board of Trustees:
No loans or credits to members of the Board of Trustees.  
- Obligations in the form of pensions and life insurance for members of the Board of Trustees: no 
obligations in the form of pensions and life insurance for members of the Board of Trustees. 
- Over the course of 2010, the Foundation recorded 76,658.26 Euros in wages and salaries and 12,600.00 
euros for external services rendered by government organisms and senior management. For the year 
2009 these amounts were 67,081.98 € and 12,600.00 € respectively. 
  

Note 17. Environmental information
The balance does not include significant net value in assets related to the protection and improve-
ment of the environment. Neither have significant expenses been incurred in this area, nor have any 
provisions for possible environmental risks been recorded, nor is there any need to do so. 

Note 18. Financing chart
See Annex 2, as it forms an integral part of this note. 
The calculation of resources from/dedicated to operations on the year’s reportable results is: 
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 Year 2010 Year 2009 
Yearly surplus  54.782,06 218.742,84 
Depreciation amounts per depreciation   414.039,29 415.235,91 
Capital subsidies transferred to results -398.881,76 -400.078,38 
Resources derived from operations 69.939,59 233.900,37 
Resources dedicated to operations   

Note 19. Guidelines for the presentation of budget liquidation
The rules established in the Annex II of Royal Decree 776/1998, of the 30th of April, regarding 
budgetary information, and by which the rules of adaptation of the General Accounting Plan for 
non-profit entities as well as the budgetary information rules for these entities are approved, have 
been duly applied. 
As per article 9 of the Foundation Statutes, the budgetary model was generated in accordance with 
the differentiation of ordinary revenue and expenses and other revenue and expenses linked specifi-
cally to programs included in the Action Plan. This model allows for direct control of the museum’s 
ordinary and general expenses (which include the permanent collection), that are not imputable in 
any specific action plan, as well as those expenses that are created by programmed activities that 
are considered necessary to the best use of resources. 
The budgeted revenue and expenses are imputed for each program in accordance with a direct as-
sessment of each accountable aspect.

Note 20. Information on budget liquidation 
Parameters for compliance with the Action Plan: The Foundation for Es Baluard Museum d’Art Mod-
ern i Contemporani de Palma, counted 378,267 visitors over the course of the year 2010, an amount 
higher than that of 2009 by 16.3% (325,239 visitors).

With regard to the conservation and diffusion of the collection, over the year 2010 a total of 44 
works of art were acquired (40 in the year 2009).A total of 9 works from the collection were loaned 
to other institutions, for exhibitions held in Palma, Pollença, Alicante, Pontevedra, Belgium and 
Switzerland. The number of loans of works from the collection in the year 2009 was 1, of a work by 
Joaquim Mir which was loaned to Barcelona Caixa Forum and the Museo de Bellas Artes in Bilbao.

There were 8 temporary expositions during 2009.
The web page was visited 130,576 times.
In 2009, 8 museum publications were edited.  
 Approximately 11,972 people participated in the cultural and education activities that took place. 
  
The following comments are generated from the chart representing the liquidation of the 2010 Ye-
arly Budget:
Exercice 2010:
The total of the real income and expenses differs from the amounts budgeted by just 
2.38 %. The income and expenses for functioning operations were 7.55% and 9.63% lower, respecti-
vely, than those envisaged.
The difference in functional operating expenses was only  -0,78%, whereas revenue from operating 
functions was 5,38% greater than expected.

Exercice 2009:
The difference in revenue and expenses for funds operations are the product of a reclassification 
of the current epigraphs, a reduction in treasury due to a decrease in creditors, and an increase in 
debtors. 

Nota 21. Economic report (Art. 3 of Royal Decree 1270/2003 - Rules for applying fiscal regu-
lations for non-profit organisations and fiscal incentives).

a) Income exempt and not exempt from corporation tax.

Law 49/2002 Income Expenses 
Art. 6. Income exempt:   
1r. a) contributions and donations received upon collaboration 
with the Entity’s goals:   
Amount of assets   
Collaborative business agreements (Law 49/2002 art. 25) 55.000,00  
Advertising sponsorship contracts ( Law 34/1998) 21.068,00  
1st. b) associates, collaborators and benefactors 2.265.833,88  
1st. c) subsidies to finance exempt activities 398.881,76 398.881,76
2nd. As proceed from tangible and intangible assets:   
Dividends and participation in corporate earnings   
Interest 3.105,72  
Rent  90.838,33       
3rd. Derivative of acquisitions or transmissions, by any claim, 
of assets or rights.      

Art. 7. Economic operations exempt:   
1st. Provision of services for the promotion and management of measures 

for social action, assistance and inclusion.  
2nd. Provision of services for hospitalisation or medical attention.  
3rd. Scientific research and technology development.  
4th. From assets declared as objects of cultural interest, museums, libraries, 

archives and centres for documentation. 96.150,95 2.462.964,83
5th. Organisation of performance, including music, choreography, theatre, 

cinema and circus.  
6th. Parks and other protected natural areas.  
7th. Education and professional training.  
8th. Organisation of expositions, conferences, colloquia, courses and seminars. 4.920,00 10.811,80
9th. Production, edition, publication and sale of books, journals, bulletins, 

audiovisual material and multimedia material. 46.573,25 51.022,63     
10th. Provision of athletic services to people that play sports or impart 

physical education.      
11th. Auxiliary actions that complement those exempt (<= 20% total income) 57.866,89 63.395,20   
12th. Of little relevance (<= 20.000 €) 1.619,50     

Criteria used to determine the distribution of expenses between different income earned by 
the Entity:
Direct application of  expenses to commercial activities and of subsidies to finance activities; lastly 
the remainder is designated for foundational activity.
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During the economic period of 2009, all the income and earnings obtained have been designated to educational and cul-
tural purposes that aim to achieve the social objective through the operation and diffusion of the Es Baluard Museum.

d) Retributions realised by the Entity for its truestees, representatives or members of government organisms.

 Trustees Representatives Government Organism 

Monetary:          
Reimbursement for expenses generated through performing said roles              
Services provided to the Entity different than those that pertain to the Entity’s functioning        
Specified          

e) Participation by the Entity in commercial corporations
Commercial Corporation   Percentage of participation
Social Denomination N.I.F.  
The Foundaction for Es Baluard Museum d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, does not participate in any commercial 
corporation.
 
f) Retributions received by the administrators that represent the Entity in commercial corporations in which it par-
ticipates. 
Commercial Corporation  Retributions received Amount refunded 
Social Denomination N.I.F.   

 The Foundation for Es Baluard Museum d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, does not participate in any commercial 
corporation.

g) Collaborative business agreements for activities of general interest signed by the Entity  
Collaborator  Amount refunded 
Social Denomination N.I.F.  
Bancaja Foundation G12232294 40.000,00 
Sa Nostra Foundation G57100141 15.000,00 
   
  55.000,00 

h) Primary patronage activities performed by the Entity.
No patronage activities are performed by the Entity.

i) Designation of Entity’s assets in the event of its dissolution.
“In accordance with article 31 of the Foundation Statutes, «... In the event of the Entity’s lioquidation, its assets will become 
property of the City of Palma, as represented by its City Hall, along with the responsibility to maintain the cultural ends 
outlined in the Statutes. Assets that are not express property of the Foundation are of course excluded from this transfer of 
property and shall be returned to their owners...»

b) Income, Expenses and Investments of the Projects and Activities developed to comple-
ment statutory aims.
Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma

  Income Expenses Investments 
10. Capital    
13. Subsidies, donations and bequeathal and other 
 adjustments in Net assets 347.193,69 100.388,53  
20. Intangible fixed assets   33.000,38 
21. Tangible fixed assets   72.096,26 
27. Museum   319.715,69 
24. Long-term financial investments in related parties    
25. Other long-term financial investments    
26. Long-term collateral and deposits     
60. Purchases   126.179,96  
61. Change in stock   -46.690,13  
62. External services  1.637.000,29  
63. Taxes  2.655,34  
64. Personnel expenses  853.206,63  
65. Monetary awards to the Entity and other management expenses  338,78  
66. Financial expenses  346,06  
67. Losses due to noncurrent assets and exceptional expenses    
68. Depreciation amounts   414.039,29  
69. Losses for write-down and other amounts    
70. Sales of merchandise, internal production sales, sales 
 of services, etc 196.536,02   
71. Change in stock    
72. Entity’s own earnings 2.350.876,95   
73. Work performed by the Entity realitzats per a l’entitat    
74. Subsidies, donations and bequeathals 398.881,76   
75. Other management income  92.457,83   
76. Financial incomes  3.105,72   
77. Income from noncurrent assets and exceptional income    
79. Excesses and application of supplies and losses for write-down   

 Totals 3.142.246,81 2.987.076,22 424.812,33  

c) Specification and mode of calculation for the income and earnings referred to in arti-
cle 3.2n of the Law 49/2002, as well as a description of the purpose and application given 
therein. 
The aforementioned article makes reference to the requirements for non-profit entities, wherein point 2n 
specifies the need to designate at least 70% of the following income and earnings to purposes of general 
interest:
Income from economic operations.
Income derived from the transmission of assets or rights held by the Entity.
Earnings obtained by all other means, minus the expenses incurred by generating these earnings.
The Foundation for Es Baluard Museum d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma, pursues objectives of 
general interest, specifically educational and cultural goals.
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Expenses for Entity activiti-
es (common + specific)

3.464.753,00
2.594.699,47
2.427.879,57
2.740.291,24
2.580.685,65
3.046.970,63
2.573.036,93

19.428.316,49

TOTAL NON-
DEDUCTIBLE 
EXPENSES

3.950.838,23
3.005.930,94
2.845.984,04
3.160.320,30
3.006.270,49
3.462.206,54
2.987.076,22

22.418.626,76

Year

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

TOTAL

Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma Annex 1a

Accounting 
Result 

-268.089,77
277.535,92
2.620,19
2.189,10
354.239,45
218.742,84
54.782,06

642.019,79

Depreciation and supply values 
(tangible assets)

486.085,23
411.231,47
418.104,47
420.029,06
425.584,84
415.235,91
414.039,29

2.990.310,27

Adjustments (+) to the accounting result

259.459,17
61.481,18
45.619,61
42.099,78
36.007,38
64.225,09
58.023,72

259.459,17
61.481,18
45.619,61
42.099,78
36.007,38
64.225,09
58.023,72

-477.090,52
-595.212,19
-524.101,24
-590.402,10
-636.094,61
-671.964,79
550.347,94

Year

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Fundació Es Baluard, Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma  Annex 1c

Management expenses

5% of 
Entity 
funds
63.109,52
76.986,31
77.117,32
77.226,78
94.938,75
105.875,89
108.615,00

20 % of 
income 
earned
736.549,69
656.693,37
569.720,85
632.501,88
672.101,99
736.189,88
608.371,66

Common 
expenses for asset 
management 

Expenses 
compensated 
by Trustees

Total yearly 
management 
expenses 
incurred 

Exceeds (+). Does 
not exceed (-) the 
est. maximum 
limit

Alternate limits 

Year

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

BASIS FOR 
ARTICLE 27

3.682.748,46
3.283.466,86
2.848.604,23
3.162.509,40
3.360.509,94
3.680.949,38
3.041.858,28

Minimum yearly 
resources  (art. 27 
Law 50/2002). (see 
Annexe 1a)

2.577.923,92
2.298.426,80
1.994.022,96
2.213.756,58
2.352.356,96
2.576.664,57
2.129.300,80

Yearly expenses 
incurred for Entity 
act. (inclues common 
exp. For Ent. act.

3.464.753,00
2.594.699,47
2.427.879,57
2.740.291,24
2.580.685,65
3.046.970,63
2.573.036,93

Yearly resources dedicated to achieving goals
Yearly 
investments 
made in Ent. 
act. 

470.927,70
396.073,95
402.946,95
404.436,35
410.427,37
400.078,38
398.881,76

TOTAL 
RESOURCES 
EMPLOYED IN 
YEAR

3.935.680,70
2.990.773,42
2.830.826,52
3.144.727,59
2.991.113,02
3.447.049,01
2.971.918,69

% 
Employed

106,87%
91,09%
99,38%
99,44%
89,01%
93,65%
97,70%

Fundació Es Baluard, Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma Annex 1b

Resources employed for activities 
liquidated in year

DIFFERENCE:  
Resources used in 
excess (+)  or deficit 
(-)  s/70% minimum. 
(to be compensated 
en 4 yrs)

1.357.756,78
2.050.103,40
2.886.906,96
3.817.877,97
4.456.634,03
5.327.018,47
6.169.636,36

2004 / 2005

2.577.923,92
2.298.426,80

2006

1.994.022,96

2007

2.213.756,58

2008

2.352.356,96

2009

2.129.300,80

2009

2.576.664,57

Total 
liquidated 
resources 

2.577.923,92
2.298.426,80
1.994.022,96
2.213.756,58
2.352.356,96
2.576.664,57
2.129.300,80

%
(art 27 
Law 
50/2002)

70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%

Non-calculable income (Profit 
from sales, intan. assets, Ent. 
act.)

0,00

Adjmnts (-) to the accounting 
result

Difference: 
BASIS FOR ARTICLE 27

3.682.748,46
3.283.466,86
2.848.604,23
3.162.509,40
3.360.509,94
3.680.949,38
3.041.858,28

23.060.646,55

Amount

2.577.923,92
2.298.426,80
1.994.022,96
2.213.756,58
2.352.356,96
2.576.664,57
2.129.300,80

16.142.452,59

Minimum resources dedicated to 
achieve yearly goals

TOTAL

%
N/A
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%
70,00%

70,00%
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Fundació Es Baluard, Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma.  Financing Chart. Annex 2 

APPLICATIONS Year 2010 Year 2009 
1. Resources for operations   
2. Expenses for debt origination and formalisation   
3. Asset acquisition 424.812,33 1.172.451,29 
a) Intangibles fixed assets 33.000,38 414.213,32  
b) Historic Wealth Assets 319.715,69 725.172,41  
c) Tangible fixed assets  72.096,26 33.065,56  
d) Financial assets financeres    
 d1) Group Entities    
 d2) Associated Entities    
 d3) Other Financial Investments   
4. Reductions in social funds or foundational monies   
5. Cancellation or transfer from short-term to long-term debt  75.000,00   
a) Loans and other analogous liabilities    
b) From Group Entities    
c) From Associated Entities    
d) From other debt    
e) From asset providers and others 75.000,00                          
6. Provisions for risks and expenses                                          

  Total applications 499.812,33 1.172.451,29                                                 

Excess Applications over origins (increase in circulating capital)  123.488,64 179.199,90           

   Year 2010 Year 2010             
CHANGE IN CIRCULATING CAPITAL Increase Decrease           
1. Founders and others for required disbursement   
2. Stock 46.690,13  
3. Debtors  284.702,75 
4. Creditors  93.614,89 
5. Temporary financial investments  7,69  
6. Treasury 413.308,75  
7. Adjustments for regular periodicity 41.799,71  

  Total 501.806,28 378.317,64           

  Change in circulating capital 123.488,64                    

Fundació Es Baluard, Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma.  Financing Chart. Annex 2 

ORIGINS Year 2010 Year 2009 
1. Resources from operations 69.939,59 233.900,37 
2. Contributions   
3. Subsidies, donations, capital bequeathals, and others 499.270,29 747.272,07 
4. Long-term debt   75.000,00  
a) Loans and other analogous liabilities    
b) From Group Entities    
c) From Associated Entities    
d) From other debt    
e) From asset providers and others  75.000,00 
5. Alienation of assets 54.091,09 295.478,75  
a) Intangibles fixed assets 54.091,09 295.478,75  
b) Historic Wealth Assets    
c) Tangible fixed assets    
d) Financial assets    
 d1) Group Entities    
 d2) Associated Entities    
 d3) Other Financial Investments   
6. Anticipated cancellation of financial assets or transfer to short-term    
a) Group entities    
b) Associated entities    
c) Other financial investments               

  Total origins 623.300,97 1.351.651,19                       

Excess Applications over origins (decrease in circulating capital)   
   Year 2009 Year 2009               
CHANGE IN CIRCULATING CAPITAL Increase Decrease                     
1. Founders and others for required disbursement   
2. Stock  40.145,14  
3. Debtors 270.296,36  
4. Creditors 444.591,89  
5. Temporary financial investments 2.205,61  
6. Treasury  571.052,80 
7. Adjustments for regular periodicity  6.986,30 

  Total 757.239,00 578.039,10        

  Change in circulating capital 179.199,90                     
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FINANCIAL ASSETS

 CLASSES CLASSES 
 Short-term financial instruments  Long-term financial instruments TOTAL 
 Asset instruments  Values representative of debt Credits, Derivatives, Others Asset instruments  Values representative of debt Credits, Derivatives, Others 

CATEGORIES  2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 
Financial assets held for trade               
Financial assets at depreciated cost     6.592,66 6.592,66     647.470,93 890.366,28 654.063,59 896.958,94 
Financial assets at cost                 
TOTAL      6.592,66 6.592,66     647.470,93 890.366,28 654.063,59 896.958,94 

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

 CLASSES CLASSES 
 Short-term financial instruments Long-term financial instruments TOTAL 
 Debt with credit entities  Obligations and other negotiable values Derivatives and Others Debt with credit entities  Obligations and other negotiable values Derivatives and Others  

CATEGORIES  2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 
Financial liabilities at depreciated cost     4.000,00 79.000,00     690.070,80 596.455,91 694.070,80 675.455,91 
Financial liabilities held for trade               
TOTAL      4.000,00 79.000,00     690.070,80 596.455,91 694.070,80 675.455,91 

Fundació Es Baluard Museu d’Art Modern i Contemporani de Palma Annex 3
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OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS 2010
MOBILIZED INVENTORY AND OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS 2010

 Book    book  net book  
 Value additions withdrawals amortisation calue value  
 31/12/2009 2010 2010 2010 31/12/2010 31/12/2010   
Administrative assignments 22.677.125,31 17.861,38 54.091,09 353.948,87 22.640.895,60 20.159.380,65 
Administrative Assignments  1.494.280,12   15.157,53 1.494.280,12 1.388.177,41 
Consortium Assignments 16.949.167,85   338.791,34 16.949.167,85 14.573.755,61 
Third-party Work Assignments 4.233.677,34 17.861,38 54.091,09  4.197.447,63 4.197.447,63 
Patent rights 80.764,38 6.237,00  8.024,47 87.001,38 21.899,52 
Patent rights 21.104,89    21.104,89 5.999,99 
Website Design 38.765,00 5.575,00  7.141,75 44.340,00 19.482,03 
General Museum Design 20.894,49 662,00  882,72 21.556,49 -3.582,50 
It applications 21.133,02 8.902,00  2.867,26 30.035,02 9.602,53 
Buildings 115.233,56 3.038,60  3.515,07 118.272,16 104.644,42 
Other facilities 43.977,95 46.962,41  5.962,60 90.940,36 65.447,50 
Furnishings 348.767,85 12.353,20  35.529,50 361.121,05 168.814,41 
Furnishings 75.223,45   7.522,35 75.223,45 27.888,41 
Artistic Furnishings 150.202,10 2.628,17  15.101,23 152.830,27 65.774,80 
Office Furnishings / 
Museum Replacements 67.613,27 9.725,03  7.333,01 77.338,30 50.424,71 
Educational Workshop Furnishings 14.862,55   1.486,26 14.862,55 10.937,23 
E. Historic Furnishings 40.866,48   4.086,65 40.866,48 13.789,26 
Equipment for information processes  71.008,69 8.292,05  3.118,89 79.300,74 17.043,13 
Equipment for information processes 71.008,69 8.292,05  3.118,89 79.300,74 17.043,13 
Other material fixed assets 10.504,00 1.450,00  1.072,63 11.954,00 7.901,93 
Photographic Collection 10.504,00 1.450,00  1.072,63 11.954,00 7.901,93 
Museums 5.273.153,03 319.715,69   5.592.868,72 5.592.868,72 
Museums  4.515.309,88 319.715,69   4.835.025,57 4.835.025,57 
Museums / Donations 757.843,15    757.843,15 757.843,15 
Long-term deposits 6.592,66    6.592,66 6.592,66 
 28.648.260,45 424.812,33 54.091,09 414.039,29 29.018.981,69 26.154.195,47 
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